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S T E L L I N G E N

I

Zoals bekend kunnen bij het berekenen van het verval van een geladen deeltje
"onfysische waarden" voor de transversale impuls optreden. De bewering dat
de in GRIND voorziene procedure ter correctie van deze waarden niet effec-
tiefzou zijn is onjuist.
(A.J. de Groot, proefschrift "Production of Charged Sipma-Hyperons in 4.2 GeV/c K. p

Interactions1'. Hoofdstuk 2, § 2.2, blz. 30: Universiteit van Amsterdam. 1975).

II

Gezien de complexiteit van diffractief geproduceerde dipionproton systemen
vormen de centrale waarde en de breedte van de structuur in het 1700 MeV
gebied onvoldoende bewijs voor een identificatie van deze structuur als

F,S(N* 1 6 6 8) .
(R.Webbet al., Phys. Letters 55B (1975) 331).

Ill

Het is onjuist dat in plaats van dichtheidsmatrix-eiementen amplitudes ge-
bruikt kunnen worden in de door Sotirou gepubliceerde partial wave analyse
van 7r+p -*7r+7r+n.

(D. Sotirou, Nuci. Physics B 107 (1976) 457).

1

IV

Bij compuiirprogramma's die de gebruiker in de gelegenheid stellen een be-
paalde werkwijze te kiezen uit een aantal mogelijkheden, is het van belang dat
de hiervoor benodigde gegevens in een eenvoudige en voor de gebruiker ge-
makkelijk te hanteren vorm ingevoerd kunnen worden. Het leidt echter
slechts tot begripsverwarring de verzameling van opdrachten die de gebruiker
aan het programma kan geven als "taal" aan te duiden.
(G. Fontaine, proefschrift, Université de Paris-Sud. Orsay, 1973).

V

Wegens de- nauwe samenhang tussen de optimale structuur van een computer-
bestand, de daarin opgeslagen informatie en de wijze waarop toegang wordt
verkregen tot specifieke gegevens in het bestand, zijn algemeen toepasbare
systemen voor informatie-verwerking eo ipso minder efficiënt.
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VI

De tendens van het geven van "hardware" oplossingen voor "software" pro-
blemen treedt in de computer-industrie steeds sterker naar voren; in het licht
van het werkgelegenheidsprobleem is dit een ongewenste ontwikkeling.

VII

Het talenonderwijs in het secundair onderwijs zou zich uitsluitend moeten
richten op de verwerving van productieve en receptieve taalvaardigheid, zowel
de gesproken als de geschreven taal betreffende. Het literatuuronderwijs dat
nu deel uitmaakt van de verschillende talenvakkcn, dient geïntegreerd te wor-
den in een nieuw vak "wereld-literatuur" waarin ook de literatuur van niet
gedoceerde talen aan de hand van vertalingen aan de orde komt.

I
VIII

De wetenschappelijke onderzoeker heeft meer gemeen met het kind dat vraagt
waarom dan met de volwassene die vraagt waartoe.

IX
Het voeren van een wetenschappelijke titel bij uitspraken die niet het vak-
gebied betreffen waarvoor de titel verleend is, suggereert ten onrechte des-
kundigheid en dient derhalve achterwege te blijven.

A

x
Voor personen en staten geldt dat het geven van materiële en immateriële
hulp een doeltreffend middel is tot vergroting van de macht van de gever. Dit
effect dient betrokken te worden bij de interpretatie van de zaligheid die
volgens het Schriftwoord de gever in meerdere mate deelachtig wordt dan de
ontvanger.
(Handelingen 20 : 35). 1

%)- Nijmegen, 3 december 1976 P.M. Heinén
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1. INTRODUCTION.

The study presented in this thesis is based on data

collected in a K~p bubble-chamber experiment at 4.2 GeV/c

nominal beam momentum. The data were taken during a number

of exposures in the period 1967-1974. A collaboration of

bubble-chamber.groups of the University of Amsterdam and

the University of Nijmegen analysed the 1967 and 1969 ex-

posures. In 1971 the C.E.R.N. T.C. division joined the

collaboration, followed in 1973 by a group of the Univer-

sity of Oxford.

Whereas the scale of the experiment was initially sche-

duled for 300,000 triplet frames, it was subsequently en-

larged to 3.106 pictures when CERN joined the collabo-

ration. A high statistics experiment like this enables

detection and analysis of processes with low cross-sections,

e.g. H production. For the more common reactions, the

amount of data available enables the use of more ambitious

methods of analysis.

In the first exposures all event topologies were

analysed. The interest in strange baryon production led in

a later stage to a preferential treatment of certain topo-

logies. Thus, events in which only two or four charged

particles were produced (with or without unseen neutral

particles) were analysed with a lower priority. These topo-

logies make up about 65% of the total number of events in

K"p interactions at 4.2 GeV/c.

In a bubble-chamber experiment the interactions are

initially recorded on photographic film in the form of

images of tracks, produced by the passage of charged

particles through the superheated liquid in the chamber.

In order to derive from the raw film data the quantities

needed for further analysis, a large number of operations
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is necessary. These operations will be reviewed in section

2.

The chain of operations was monitored by an INDEX

system. This experiment was the first one to make use of

an integrated INDEX system, based on direct-access storage

techniques. The principals involved will be outlined in

appendix I.

The subject of this thesis is an investigation of events

in which only four charged outgoing particles are produced.

For this topology complete samples were available from the

1967 and 1969 exposures; limited samples have been used from

the later exposures. In section 3 the quality of the sample

will be investigated and the channel and reaction cross-

sections determined. The properties of the low-mass dipion-

proton system are studied in section 4. The formalism used

for a partial-wave analysis of the dipion-proton system is

discussed in section 5, and the results of the partial-wave

analysis presented in section 6.

Í
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2. THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP.

Most high-energy physics experiments can be charac-

terised as studies of the phenomena observed when two

particles with specific quantum numbers are made to

collide. Since these collisions are governed by statisti-

cal laws, a large number of observations 10 usually neces-

sary in order to obtain precise results. A specific expe-

riment can be divided into several stages:

a. sampling of the data;

b. reduction of the data in order to obtain a

complete description of the collisions;

c. statistical analysis aiming at an under-

standing of the particles produced and

their reaction mechanisms.

In this experiment the CERN 2-metre hydrogen bubble-

chamber was used (HBC 70). This chamber provides a useful

volume of approximately 150 * 50 x 50 cm3. The magnet

produces a homogeneous magnetic field of 17.3 kG inside

the chamber. The data are recorded on photographic film in

the form of ste.reotriplets.

The chamber was exposed to K~ mesons at 4.2 GeV/c

nominal momentum delivered by an electrostatically sepa-

rated beamline (GRA 68; TIE 74). The momentum byte was

about 1%; the separation from negative pions was such that

a contamination level of the order of 1% was obtained.

A complete description of a collision ("event")

requires that the momenta and masses of the participating

particles are accurately known, i.e. the determination of

4 n variables for a collision containing n particles in

the final state.

When one considers the raw data on the film as digiti-

sations in the form of a fine-mesh grid of points, each

A
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A

having a certain greyness, it becomes clear that an impor-

tant data reduction is involved.

2.1. Data reduction; the production chain.

The following stages can be distinguished in a typical

analysis of bubble-chamber film:

1) scanning;

2) measurement;

3) geometrical reconstruction;

4) kinematical interpretation;

5) selection of correct interpretations;

6) compilation of the data.

These stages involve a combination of human efforts ane

computer programs. The term "production chain" is used to

indicate the ensemble of operations required before the

physics analysis in the strict sence can be started.

The purpose of the scan is to find and identify the

events appearing on the film. In order to minimise losses

and to monitor the quality, the film was scanned twice in

independent scans (TIE 74). The events were characterised

by a three-digit roll number, a four-digit frame number

and (in order to distinguish different events appearing

on the same frame) a one-digit slashnumber. The topology

was indicated by a three-digit type number "nkv", with:

n = the number of charged secondary tracks at

the collision ("primary") vertex;

k = the number of charged secondary particles

decaying into one charged and one or more

neutral particles ("kinks");

v = the number of neutral particles pointing

to the primary vertex, decaying into two

H

12



charged particles ("Vo's").

For certain topologies a one- or two-character code was

appended to the typenumber:

+ : the kink track had positive charge;

: the kink track had negative charge;

s : the Vo pointed to a secondary vertex..

Some typical examples of typenumbers are:

400 : "bare" four-prong event;

410-: four-prong event with one negative kink;

201 : two-prong event with one associated Vo.

In order to maintain a constant and homogeneous qua-

lity, a limited scan-volume was used (TIE 74). Reject

codes were used to label events that did not meet the

criteria for subsequent measurement.

The scanning tables were equipped with a measurement

system that allowed the pre-digitisation of coordinates

with a limited precision. During the scan phase, vertices

and other points needed to measure on automatic devices

were pre-digitised.

I

1

The data from the scanning tables were recorded on

magnetic tape by a minicomputer. This tape was input to

the program SVP (PHN 65), producing disk files for each

roll of film. The results of the two scans were checked

by a scan-compare program, which produced listings of the

mismatches found. These mismatches were then corrected in

a third scan. The results of the three scans were merged

and collected onto a single scan-tape; at the same time

inputfiles needed for the automatical measuring machines

were produced.

1
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The scan-tape was used to produce the indexfile, which

resides on a direct-access storage device, and keeps a

record of all scanned events. The indexfile received infor-

mation from subsequent stages in the production chain and

thus reflected at any time the status and the flow of the

events in the system.

y

The film was measured either on conventional ENETRA

measuring machines (SCH 71; V00 73) or on the automatic

system PEPR (SCH 77). Routinely,all first measurements were

directed to PEPR; only remeasurements of events that failed

in the first measurement were performed on the ENETRA's. Most

events in the 1S67 and 1969 exposures were however still

measured on the ENETRA's alone.

The measurements were recorded on punched cardis or on

magnetic tape. This data was input to the program ROOI (for

ENETRA measurements) or PROOI (for PEPR measurements); these

programs were used to check on format errors and to put the

data into a form as required by the geometrical reconstruct-

ion program. The ionisation densities measured by PEPR were

picked up by PROOI and condensed into a few quantities to be

used later in hypothesis testing.

After digitisation of the events, the two-dimensional

projections were combined in order to obtain the momentum

vectors in three-dimensional space, using the geometrical

reconstruction program THRESH. This program was the first

of a series of standardised programs developped by CERN for

bubble-chamber film analysis. The mass-dependent version of

THRESH (MDT 69) was used from the 1969 exposure onwards;

more recently a new program called HYDRA-GEOM (HYG 74) came

into operation.

The coefficients needed for the transformation from

film space to bubble-chamber space and the corrections for

14



the optical distortions were determined using the CERN

program PYTHON (PYT 69; also SCH 71).

The output from the geometry program was written onto

magnetic tape, still called (for historical reasons) the

THRESH tape.

The kinematics program GRIND was used to find the

mass-assignments ("hypotheses") consistent with the mea-

sured data (GRD 68). The principles involved and the dif-

ferent types of hypotheses are reviewed in section 2.2.

I
The average beam momentum and the magnetic field in

the bubble-chamber were determined as described in refe-

rece (TIE 74). The values obtained for the different ex-

posures are given in tables 2.1.1. and 2.1.2.

The outputtape from GRIND, called GLT (GRIND library

tape) contained both the kinematics and the geometry

results, the latter in order to facilitate reprocessing.

In addition, the ionisation data measured by PEPR were

transmitted through the chain PROOI-THRESH-GRIND.

1

The selection stage is necessary to check the results

of the kinematics program and to further reduce the number

of possible hypotheses. An important tool is the bubble-

density (also called ionisation) of the charged tracks,

which is related to the velocity (and hence to the mass)

of the particle. The program GLTPR was used to make "auto-

matic" decisions for an important fraction of the events.

First, it was checked that the measurement precision met

certain preset criteria. The indexfile records were re-

trieved in order to compare previously recorded information

with the measurement being processed. When measured .Ioni-

sation data were available, only the hypotheses consistent

with the measured ionisation were accepted (MCN 74). Sub-

sequently, certain rules also applied by human scanners

15
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were imposed (HEN 91). Automatic decisions were not ac-

cepted if a statistically improbable hypothesis was

selected, or if the selected hypotheses were distinguish-

able on the basis of the predicted ionisation.

When a decision could be reached, the relevant information

was directly stored in the indexfile.

For approximately 30% of the events, either a decision

could not be made by the program or some error condition

was encountered; these events were passed onto the so-

called "outputscan", supplying all useful information.

The outputscan decisions were recorded on scan-cards,

pre-punched by GLTPR for that purpose and stored in the

indexfile. The decision taken was always one of the fol-

lowing (HEN 91):

• one or more correct hypotheses assigned;

• measurement quality insufficient;

• event rejected.

Rejected events were classified as follows:

• event not belonging to the sample because out-

side the scan-volume, or due to a non-beam

interaction, etc.;

• event not properly measurable, e.g. because of

a too short track;

• too many acceptable hypotheses;

• no acceptable hypothesis.

The events to be remeasured were selected from the

indexfile. When needed, a third measurement was performed

in order to further reduce the number of unsuccessfully

measured events.

I

The events with one or more correct hypotheses were

again selected from the indexfile. The GRIND data for these

16



events were condensed into a suitable form and written on

the DST (Data Summary Tape) by a program called ALICE, a

strongly modified version of the CERN program SLICE

(SLC 68) .

A review of the complete production system is given

in figure 2.1.1.

1
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'Table 2.1.1. Average beam momentum.

exposure

FEB.

OCT.

JUL.

SEP.

SEP.

OCT.

1967

1967

1969

1969

1971

1971

I
1

P (GeV/c)

4.236 ± 0.040

4.236 ± 0.040

4.238 ± 0.070

4.226 ± 0.065

dip (rad)

0.0018 +

0.0005 ±

-0.0005 ±

0.00007±

0.006

0.006

0.009

0,007

azimuth

3.164 ±

3.183 ±

3.151 ±

3.143 ±

(rad)

0.006

0.009

0.008

0.009

f

Table 2.1 .2. Magnetic field in the bubble-chamber.

1

exposure

1967

1969

1971

magnetic

17.29

17.29

17.40

field

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

(kG)

02

02

02

18



Figure 2.1.1. The production chain.
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2.2. Kinematical fits.

The mass-assignments considered in the kinematics pro-

gram vary according to the topology of the events (cf.

section 3). In addition the hypotheses considered make

allowance for the presence of one or more ("unseen") neutral

particles which may have been produced. When no unseen

neutral is present, the conservation laws of energy and

momentum pose four constraints on the measured variables.

A so-called 4C fit is then possible, determining the best

estimates for the variables by means of a four-constraint

least-squares method. When a single unseen neutral is

present, a one-constraint (1C) fit determines the missing

quantities. Obviously, a successful 4C fit gives more

certainty that an attempted hypothesis is in fact correct,

than a successful 1C fit. When more unseen neutrals are

produced, there are more unknowns than equations. The

ensemble of unseen neutral particles is then represented

by a fictitious object, and the conservation laws are used

to determine its mass and momentum. Although there is no

real fit in this case, the term "OC fit" is often used.

f

1

A first tool in deciding which hypothesis should be

tried on a particular event configuration is the so-called

"missing mass" criterium. After having made a particular

hypothesis about the masses of each of the charged secon-

dary tracks, the missing mass (as derived from the

measured data) is given by:

MM2 _ n n ^
= (Eine " il^i) 2 ' (Pine " i=]

where Einc = total incoming energy;

Ej[ = energy of secondary particle i;

Pine = b e a m momentum;

Pi = momentum of secondary particle i;

n = number of charged secondary particles.

21



One then has to consider the following cases:

• MM2 = 0 ; no unseen neutrals;

4C fit attempted;

« MM 2 = m2^; one unseen neutral with

mass mfc; 1C fit attempted;

• MM2 ^ (m^ t- m^o) 2; more unseen neutrals;

0C fit attempted.

The equalities have to be understood as compatibilities

within the measurement errors.

Í
The results of the kinematics program include a list

of all hypotheses considered, the fitted momenta (and their

errors) for the successful fits, and the reason of failure

in the case of a rejected hypothesis.

2.3. The indexfile.

1

Once it has been created front the scan-tape, the

indexfile accepts information from subsequent stages in

the production chain (cf. figure 2.1). A consultation of

the indexfile thus immediately indicates the status of an

event in the chain. This is very important in present-day

large-statistics bubble-chamber experiments, because the

pass rate of the production chain, which consists of a

large number of stages each giving rise to errors and

losses, can (by accumulation) become unacceptably low.

Checks on the performance of the production system are

easily done, since the necessary data are readily available

on the indexfile. In DST analysis, especially when cross-

sections are calculated/ accurate percentages of the re-

jected and lost events are very important; the indexfile

contains the data needed to derive these numbers.

The advantage of a direct-access storage device for

the indexfile is apparent from figure 2.1. The stages

22
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after kinematics communicate with each other through the

indexfile, which allows an automatic and direct updating

of the file. The administration is thus not performed by

separate programs, but incorporated into the production

systom itself, requiring little or no additional efforts.

I

1
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE FINAL STATE K"p -*- K"7r+7r"p.

Events belonging to the final state K~ir+7r~p are found

in the topologies 400 and 410-. Because of the relatively

long lifetime of the K~ meson, only a small fraction

decays visibly inside the bubble-chamber; as a result, the

events with topology 410- form only a small fraction of

the final state. Furthermore, the majority of events with

topology 410- belong to channels with a decaying hyperon

(mainly I~), since these particles have a much shorter

lifetime than K" mesons and hence a much higher probabi-

lity of decaying inside the bubble-chamber.

I
The list of hypotheses considered is given in table

3.1. For more details on the properties and quantum num-

bers of the particles appearing in this table, see e.g.

reference (TIE 74).

Approximately 30% of the four-prong events fit the 4C

hypothesis K"ir+ir~p.

1 1
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Table 3 .1 . List of hypotheses,

1

Topology

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

K~

K"

K"

TT +

TT +

K"

K+

K+

TT +

Tf +

TT +

1T~

TF +

TT +

TT +

K"

Topology

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7.

8 .

9 .

K~

K"

K"

K~

K"

K"

K"

K"

TT '

Tf +

TT +

K+

K+

K+

K~

K+

400

TT~

TT~

7T"

TT~

TT~

TT +

TT~

K"

4 1 0 -

ir"

TT"

TT +

TT*

K"

TT"

TT +

K"

P

P

P

P
TT~

TT~

7T~

P

P

P

Tf~

TT"

P

P

P
TT +

hypotheses

TT°

Y

K°
A

n

= 0

TT°

n

A
TT°

K°
K°
n

with decaying hyperon (mainly E~)

I
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3.1. Final state ambiguities.

A

Not all events had a unique hypothesis after selection

on the basis of kinematics and bubble density information.

The remaining ambiguities were partially resolved on the

basis of a set of empirical rules, known to minimise wrong

decisions, namely:

• a 4C fit was always preferred over any competing

1C fit; this is based on findings from Monte-

Carlo studies, which have learned that non-4C

events have a very low probability of faking a

4C fit;

• in the case of ambiguous 4C fits, the most pro-

bable one was preferred if its so-called chi-

square value was at least five times less than

that of the competing fit .

After the selection procedure and after application of

the above rules we were left with in principle three pos-

sible situations:

• the event had a unique hypothesis;

• the event had two ambiguous hypotheses;

• the event had more than two ambiguous hypotheses.

Events with a unique hypothesis were transferred to the DST

as such. For events with two ambiguous hypotheses, both

hypotheses were transferred to the DST, each with a weighting

factor given by:

Wj. =
Pi

? Pj

(*)The same rule was applied to ambiguous 1C fits, but this separation
does not intervene for the final state considered here.

I

j
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with v?i = weight of hypothesis i;

Pi = probability of hypothesis i, derived from the

chi-square value of the kinematical fit.

When more than two ambiguous hypotheses remained, the

event was rejected; however, as will be shown, this situ-

ation does not occur in our experiment as far as the

K~ir ir~p sample is concerned.

The so-called ambiguity matrix (TIE 74) for the sample

under consideration is given in table 3.1.1. The small

values of the off-diagonal elements indicate that the per-

centage of ambiguous events is rather low; this reflects

the good resolving power of the 4C kinematical fit. The

ambiguities can be distinguished in:

a) internal ambiguities: between two fits of the

type K~iT+Tr~p;

b) external ambiguities: between a fit of the

type K~Tf+ir~p and a 4C fit of a different type.

The number of externally ambiguous events is very low. The

internal ambiguities are mainly due to TT~/K~ interchange

on fast negative tracks (cf. table 3.1.1). Such events

have generally a low effective mass in the K~v+v~ system

and a high effective mass in the ir+ir"p system; figure

3.1.1. shows the ambiguity level as a function of IT+TT~P

effective mass.

1
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1
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— 9500
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I
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3.2. Final state separation.

The purity of a final state can in general be affected

in two ways:

a) by events that do belong to the final state

but were either assigned to another hypothesis,

or did not yield any acceptable fit;

b) by events that were classified as belonging to

the final state but in fact do not belong to

it.

As mentioned earlier, the fact that the final state consi-

dered consists of 4C fits and the majority of competing

hypotheses are 1C fits, influences the separation favourably.

As a 4C fit is almost never faked by a non-4C event, the

number of events in category (b) will be very low.

f

1

In order to determine the number of events in category

(a), all events of topology 400 not giving a 4C fit to a

K~IT+TT~P hypothesis were investigated. For events with 1C or

0C fits all information was available on the DST; for the

NOFIT events a limited sample measured in our laboratory

was used and the results were appropriately scaled. Since

a missing mass compatible with zero within the measurement

errors is a necessary condition for a 4C fit, this quantity

was used as a monitor. The missing mass resulting from all

four possible K~ir+Tr~p hypothesis assignments was calculated

for every four-prong event in the sample under investi-

gation. All K~TT+TT~P hypotheses incompatible with the ob-

served bubble density were rejected, thus reducing the

number of K"ir+7r~p hypotheses to be considered . Following

this procedure a sample of "candidate" events was obtained

(*)For the NOFIT events the bubble density information was not
available; hence, all four K~ir+ir~p hypotheses were considered
for these events.
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with maximally four candidate-hypotheses per event. One

could consider all candidate-hypotheses, using appro-

priate weight factors. Alternatively one may select the

"most probable" candidate-hypothesis, defined as the one

with the smallest absolute value of the missing mass.

Since the primary aim of this investigation was to obtain

an upper limit, this second procedure should be sufficient.

The missing mass distributions for the final candi-

date sample, split up according to:

a) K~iT+ir"p events on DST;

b) NOFIT events;

c) other events with topology 400 on DST;

are shown in figure 3.2.1. Notice the scale difference.

The distribution for the K~TT IT~P events (subsample a) is

centered around zero as expected. The NOFIT sample has a

peak in the region MM2=0, indicating the presence of pos-

sible K~ir+ir~p events. Subsample (cj shows a peak at

MM2=m2 o, which means that this sample consists primarily

of events belonging to the final state K~7r+Tr~p7r°. In order

to investigate whether this sample contains an excess of

events in the region MM2=0, the distribution was reflected

with respect to MM2=m 0
2 = m 2 and subtracted from the original

distribution. The resulting distribution in the region

-0.02 GeV2 < MM2 < 0.02 GeV2 is shown shaded in figure

3.2.I.e. It is clear that subsample (c) contains only a

small number of real K~TT ir~p candidates.

I

1 The missing mass distribution for the total candi-

date sample, as obtained after the reduction of sub-

sample (c) described above, is shown in figure 3.2.2;

the subsample (a) events are indicated by the shaded

distribution. Assuming that events with a missing mass

in the region -0.01 GeV2 < MM2 < 0.01 GeV2 are genuine

K~fr 7r~p candidates, it was found that 2.5% of these

events are not in the DST sample (subsample a ) . As has

been stated above, this number gives an upper limit only.

The real loss of K~ir n~p events should be smaller.
31
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1

3.3. Final state cross-section.

In the present analysis cross-sections were determined

using the so-called T decay mode of the K~ meson:

K ~ •*• ir+
 I T " TT~

The branching ratio of this decay mode is well known; thus,

the total number of K~ mesons in the incident beam can be

determined. The number of x events can be obtained by

scanning for three-prong decays of beam particles. Some

other decay modes of the K~ give also rise to a three-prong

event; however, 93.6% of the three-prongs are known to

correspond to the T decay mode (PDG 76).

The cross-section can be written as (TIM 76):

a =
mH fT mK"

NT pH2

where: N

N,
ev

mH

mK-

A

pH2

= number of events;

= number of x events;

= atomic weight of hydrogen;

= rest-energy of beam particle;

= branching ratio of the x decay mode;

- Avogadro's number;

= density of the liquid hydrogen in the bubble-

chamber;

= momentum of the beam particle;

= mean lifetime of the K~ meson.

The quantities N e v and NT should apply to the same sample.

The number of events is determined using:

Nev = NDST ' r

where r is a correction factor for events that did not reach
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1

the DST. In principle, a correction for the scanning effi-

ciency could come in as well (TIE 74), and affect both

quantities N e v and NT. Since the combined efficiency of two

independent scans was found to be at least 99.5% (cf. table

3.3.1), its influence on the ratio Nev/NT was neglected.

The cross-sections for the four-prong sample, using

the above formula, are given in table 3.3.2. Since three-

prongs were no longer scanned in the 1971 and later expo-

sures, the topological cross-section is based on the 1967

and 1969 data only.

In principle the statistical errors could be made smaller

using a larger sample for the cross-section determination.

As the spread in the results indicates, the systematic

effects, due to such factors as the spread in the beam

momentum for the separate exposures, variations in the mag-

netic field and the optical constants, etc., would then

however start to dominate the error anyway.

The cross-section of the final state K~IT ir~p can be

determined from the topological cross-section of the four-

prongs using:

Nch
N4pr

7ch
04pr

wherei 'ch = cross-section of the final state K~ir T7~p;

°4pr = cross~section of the four-prong topology;
Nch = number of events in the final state

K~TT+ir"p;

N4pr = n u m b e r °f four-prong events.

Again, N c n and N 4 p r should apply to the same sample.

When a final state cross-section is derived from a

topological cross-section, it is implicitly assumed that

the topological correction factor for events that do not

f
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reach the DST stage, applies equally well to the final

state considered. For events with a decaying K~ belonging

to the topology 410-, this assumption is however not valid.

The reject rates for the topology 410- are mainly deter-

mined by events with a decaying £ hyperon, because the

majority of 410- events consists of such Z~ events (cf.

table 3.1.1). Since it is known that reject rates of E~

events are quite different' from those of K~ 410- events,

the application of 410- reject rates to K~ir+tr~p events

with a decaying K~ would lead to wrong correction factors.

Therefore it was assumed that 410- K~TT 7r~p events have the

same reject rates as those without a decaying K~. Even if

this assumption is not entirely correct, a deviation will

have a negligible effect on the value of the cross-section,

since only a small fraction of K~ir+n~p events gives a K~

decay visible in the bubble-chamber.

Í

1

In order to investigate if the correction factor for

rejects of the topology 400 applies in particular to the

K"TT+7r"p final state, the rejected events were subdivided

into three categories:

• the event is unmeasurable or is still unsuccess-

fully measured ("REM");

• the event gives more than two acceptable hypo-

theses ("MANY");

• the event gives no acceptable hypothesis ("NO-

FIT") .

For the category "REM" no correlation with the nature of

the final state is expected (only decaying particles pose

special measurement problems, but this does not apply to

the topology 400). The categories "MANY" and "NOFIT" on the

other hand could a priori be expected to show such corre-

lations .

The category "MANY" is considered first. Ambiguities
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between hypotheses in the K~iT+ir~p final state are almost

entirely internal (4C/1C) ambiguities and mainly due to

TT~/K~ interchange; the interchange ir+/p is less frequent

(see table 3.1.1). Both interchanges are however impos-

sible in a given event, since at 4.2 GeV/c incident mo-

mentum at least one track should be sufficiently slow to

enable identification by means of the bubble-density. As

a result one has at most two competing hypotheses. The

correction factor for "MANY" is therefore not applicable

to the K~TT+TC~P final state.

As far as the "NOFIT" category is concerned, it was

found in a study of the missing mass distributions (cf.

figure 3.2.1) that approximately 20% of the NOPIT events

have a missing mass sufficiently close to zero to enable

a possible interpretation as K ir tr~p events. Since the

fraction of K~ii+Tr~p events in the fitted four-prong

sample on DST is not very different (about 30%, cf. table

3.3), the correction factor for the "NOFIT" category in

the four-prong sample can be expected to be approximately

valid for the K"TT+TT"P final state also.

1

The final state cross-section can now be obtained

from the topological cross-section of the four-prongs.

The ratio Ncj1/N4pr has been determined using the complete

sample on DST (table 3.3). Using a value of 4.06 ± 0.07 mb

for the four-prong cross-section , one obtains:

a„__+___ = 1.22 ± 0.02 mb

(*)This value is slightly lower than the one given in table 3.3.2,
since the correction factor for "MANY" does not apply here.
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Table 3.3.1.

Scanning efficiencies (1969 exposure)

topology

400

300

scanning efficiency

99.97 %

99.53 %

I

1

Table 3.3.2.

Number of events in sample.

all events of

K~irV

K"irV

total

"p event

"p event

number

t

s

s

of

opology 400

of

of

K'

topology

topology

400

410-

"TT+TT~P events

69

20

20

,486

,227

610

,837

Table 3.3.3.

Cross-sections for topology 400,

exposure

KF67

KO67

KJ69

KS6 9

KF67

KO67

KJ69

KS69

total

/ laboratory

AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM

N1JMEGEN

NIJMEGEN

NIJMEGEN

NIJMEGEN

(scale factor 1.4)

cross-section

4.40 ±

4.21 ±

4.23 ±

3.96 ±

3.85 ±

4.09 ±

3.89 ±

4.44 ±

4.10 +

0. 18

0.20

0. 10

0. 13

0.22

0. 17

0. 10

0.21

0.07
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3.4. Reaction-channel cross-sections.

•1

Many different reaction mechanisms (channels) con-

tribute to the final state K~ir iT~p. Most of these are

characterised by the occurence of intermediate states,

which have a too short lifetime to be observed directly

in the bubble-chamber. Such "resonances" can however be

detected as accumulations of events in the effective

mass spectrum of two or more final state particles. In

a four-body final state, produced in the reaction:

a + b •* 1 + 2 + 3 + 4

the following channels can contribute

a + b

a + b

a + b

a + b

c + 3 + 4

I 1 +

L , *

2 + 3

3 + 4

I

(III.4.1)

(III.4.2)

(III.4.3)

(III.4.4)

(III.4.5)

L 1 +

The terms "single resonance production" (III.4.2; III.4.3)

and "double resonance production" (III.4.4) are sometimes

used.Processes of the type (III.4.5) are so-called "cas-

cade" decays, in which the decay of the resonance into

three particles proceeds through an intermediate "daughter"

resonance. In this scheme, processes of the type (III.4.1)

with no resonance produced are assumed to give rise to a

structureless distribution in the multidimensional phase-

space; consequently, the term "phase-space" is also used

to indicate this kind of production.
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It is known that not all reaction mechanisms can be

described by a scheme incorporating only resonances and

phase-space; nevertheless, one has a starting point for

further study.

In order to obtain resonance parameters and channel

cross-sections, it is customary to fit one-dimensional

effective mass distributions with Breit-Wigner functions

(JAC 64) for the resonances and a suitable expression

for the background. The difficulty here is the correct

shape of this background, usually, one assumes a curve

resulting from a uniform distribution in the multidimen-

sional phase-space. However, resonances in other effec-

tive mass combinations than the one considered also con-

'ribute to the background. These so-called "reflections"

do not necessarily fit into a phase-space type of back-

ground. It can therefore sometimes be difficult to obtain

accurate values for the cross-sections in this way,

especially for resonances that are less pronounced. One-

dimensional distributions are however useful in order to

make a first investigation of the resonances produced;

also, values for the mass and width of the resonances may

be determined using one-dimensional distributions, since

these quantities tend to depend less on the exact shape

of the background.

i

1
In order to avoid problems of reflections and of

overlap of different channels in phase-space, cross-

sections were determined by a multidimensional maximum-

likelihood fit(*) Interference effects between different

channels were neglected; the motivation for this assumption

is, that interference can be treated only when the reaction

(*) The program used for this fit is described in appendix II. I
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A

mechanisms are known in more detail; such knowledge is not

a priori available. Although the resonance parameters

(mass and width) can in principle be left as free parameters

in the multidimensional fit, this was not done; the fitting

procedure is much faster when only the fractions of the

different contributions are varied. Thus, the masses and

widths were obtained from either one-dimensional fits to

effective mass distributions or from the particle data

tables (PDG 76), and kept fixed in the overall fit. A nice

feature of this type of fit is that correlations such as

occuring in double resonance production and in cascade

decays, are easily taken into account '.

The resonance contributions considered are listed in

table 3.4.1. The reactions between brackets are double-

resonance or cascade subreactions; their cross-sections

are included in the single-resonance reaction quoted

higher up. The quality of the multidimensional fit was

checked by comparing the one-dimensional projections of

the data with those of the fitted distribution function

(cf. figure 3.4.1). It is obvious that the fit gives a

qualitatively good overall description of the data.

I

(*)The results give a first approximation only, since the angular
distributions of the resonances are neglected.
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Table 3.4.1.

Contributions in final-state fit,

42

Contribution

A m 6 (ir-K")

A ° 2 3 6 (TT + K")

(A° K*9fJ)

A1520 < 1 T + 1 T") Q

<A1 520 P°765)

Y*820 ^+1T">

<YT820
 p°765>

* + —
N147O (1T K )

x + —
Nl 520 (1T K '

(N i 520 K890 )

1688 ^ „
(M*688 K890)

* . -

(K890 Al236^

(K890 N1520)

(K N )v 890 1688;

P°765 (^"p)

(P765 A1520)

. 0 *
(P765 ̂ 1̂820̂

Q (P)

<Q * K890>

N* 5 0 0 CR")

N*7fJ0 (K-)

(K-.%-p)

Cross-

306 ±

123 ±

( 90 ±

37 ±

( 13 ±

27 ±

( 16 +

12 ±

53 ±

( 40 ±

67 ±

( 57 ±

515 ±

( 90 +

( 40 ±

( 57 ±

122 ±

( 13 ±

( 16 ±

371 ±

(329 ±

55 ±

43 ±

34 ±
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4 . ANALYSIS OF LOW-MASS ir+ir~o SYSTEMS.

Enhancements in the mass spectrum of the IT ir~p system

produced in reactions of the type:

A p A TT+ n~ p

where A = n", K , p or p, have been observed in many expe-

rimentsv ' . Most authors claim to observe two structures

at approximately 1.5 and 1.7 GeV respectively. The nature

of these enhancements remains unclear. When an interpre-

tation as resonances is advocated/ one tries to identify

these enhancements with isobars found in phasa-shift

analyses of formation experiment results. Since at least

five isobars with ir+ir~p decay modes have been found in

the mass region considered here (1.3 - 1.8 GeV), it is

not obvious which states are actually observed in the

n+iT~p mass spectrum. Possibly one observes a superposition

of more than two isobars. To clarify the situation it is

necessary to derive information about the spin and parity

of the produced enhancements.

I

4.1. Definition of the ir^'p sample.

1

The 7T+ir~p mass spectrum (figure 4.1.1) shows two

shoulders due to the enhancements at 1.5 and 1.7 GeV,

hereafter to be called N ^ Q Q and N J^QQ respectively.

In order to separate the production of low-mass ir+n~p

systems from other reaction mechanisms, the analysis was

restricted to the region:

M(ir+7r"p) < 2 GeV. (IV.1.1)

In this region there is s t i l l an appreciable production
of K 8 9 0 ( f igure 4 .1.2) due to reactions of the type:

v ' R e f e r e n c e s : BAR 6 9 , BOE 7 1 , CIR 7 0 , COL 7 3 , JES 6 8 , MOR 7 1 ,
RUS 7 1 , SMI 7 0 , WIL 7 0 , WEB 7 5 , BLO 7 5 .
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K~p i r *

K 8 9 0 TT

this was removed by antiselecting events with:

0.84 GeV < M(K~TT+) < 0.94 GeV. (IV.1.2)

In experiments with incident pion beams the equivalent

of the competing K OQQ production is the production of

P765- It is more difficult to remove the P765 production

in such experiments, since the p meson has a much larger

width than the K 890' an(* m a v ^ e Pr°duced in the 7T+TT~P

system as well. This fact makes studies of TT+TT~P systems

in experiments with incident kaon beams less affected by

background due to meson resonance production.

The TT+7r'*p systems are peripherally produced, see

figure 4.1.3. This suggests a selection m t' :

< 0 . 5 G e V 2 . ( I V . 1 . 3 )

1

Still one more source of reflective background is

due to low-mass K~TT+IT~ systems which are abundantly

produced (see figure 4.1.4 unshaded). However, application

of the criteria (IV.1.1; IV.1.2 and IV.1.3) successfully

removes nearly all of these production processes (figure

4.1.4 shaded).

Finally, the ambiguities due to K~/ir~ interchange

generally present in the final state, are insignificant

in the region M(ir ir~p) < 2 GeV (see figure 3.1).

(*) t - tm£n | , where t is the four-momentum transfer between thet 1 = I
iT+iT~p system and the target proton, and tm£n is the minimum value
of t at the ir+TT~p mass considered.
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T+IT~The IT+IT~P mass spectrum, obtained after the appli-
es)es) *

cation of the above criteria shows clear N 1500

N 1700 enhancements (figure 4.1.5). In order to obtain

the masses and widths of these structures, this spectrum

was fitted with an incoherent addition of two relativis-

tic S-wave Breit-Wigner functions and a background curve,

derived from a Deck-type calculation. The results are

givei> in table 4.1.1; the errors quoted take into account

the uncertainties connected with the shape and size of the

background. Also presented in table 4.1.1 are the values

for the cross-sections; these were obtained with the

multidimensional fit described in section 3.4.

1

T a b l e 4 . 1 . 1 .

N 1 5 0 0 and N l 7 0 Q p a r a m e t e r s ,

mass

width

0

1 .

0.

N
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The number of K~ir ir~p events available for the analysis i s
20.887; after application of the c r i t e r i a (IV.1.1; IV.1.2;
IV.1.3) the number of events remaining is 2 991.
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4.2. Production characteristics.

Most authors claim that the TT+IT~P system is produced

by diffractive dissociation of the proton target, in

terms of exchange diagrams (figure 4.2.1), this would

imply that the IT ir~p system is produced via the exchange

of an object (X), which has the "internal" quantum num-

bers (baryon number, charge and isospin) of the vacuum;

the term "vacuum exchange" is sometimes used. Because

of the analogy with elastic scattering, one also speaks

of "diffractive production".

! j
• i

1

An important characteristic of both elastic scat-

tering and diffractive production is the small energy

dependence of their cross-sections. In order to compare

the cross-sections found at 4.2 GeV/c with those obtained

at other energies and in other reactions of the type:

A p A (TT+TT~P)

where A = i", K', p or p, the following ratio's were

defined:

odT
r(N«

1500'

1500}

( N 1700>

(2) o e l

°<N*1700>
(2)

( IV .2 .1 )

( IV.2 .2 )

where aei is the elastic cross-section of the reaction

A p + A p , and a factor 2 is used for A = p to take into

account the beam-target symmetry of pp reactions. The

division by oei effectively factorises out the reaction:

X p IT ir~p.

The above ratio's were calculated using the results

of a series of experiments, and are plotted in figure I
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4.2.2 as a function of incident momentum. Although the

large error bars make it difficult to draw a definite

conclusion, there is an indication that these ratio's are

indeed independent of the incoming energy. This is con-

sistent with what one would expect for diffractive

reaction mechanisms. On this basis it was assumed, as a

working hypothesis, that the TT ir~p system observed in

this experiment is produced diffractively, and conse-

quently has isospin I = \.

In order to check this hypothesis, it is useful to

consider reactions in which a TTTTP or irirn system is pro-

duced with exchange of charge; such processes cannot be

due to vacuum exchange. A suitable reaction is:

I

K p -»• K° T T ir n (IV.2.3)

1

Applying selection criteria analogous to those used for

the TT+jrr~p system, the TT ir~n mass spectrum shown in

figure 4.2.3 was obtained from a sample of approximately

25,000 events fitting reaction (IV.2.3); these events

were found in a sample with a statistical sensitivity of

~ 80 events/yb. Fits to the ir+Tr""n mass spectrum, using

two Breit-Wigner functions and a background curve as

described above, yielded the results given in table 4.2.1.

The errors quoted again take into account the uncertain-

ties in the shape and size of the background. Without a

further investigation of the ir ir~n system, it cannot be

established whether the enhancements in the TT ir~n system

differ from those observed in the IT ir~p system. However,

let us assume (in order to obtain an upper limit) that

the enhancements in the TT Tr~n system are identical to the
IM Iff j. mm

N jGQo an(* N 27QQ seen in the IT TT p system. The exchanged

object in the charge-exchange reaction has necessarily

I = 1. As a result of isospin conservation, the 1 = 1

reaction mechanism should contribute 4 times more to the
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_ m. i — w x ^

K°TT IT n final state than to the K TT IT p final state. If

interferences are neglected this would imply a (non-dif-

tractive) 1 = 1 contribution to the N lCrin and
TT~

l 5 0 Q

enhancements in the TT TT~P system of < 5%.

The differential cross-section do/dt' was investi-

gated as a function of IT IT p mass. The distributions

obtained were fitted to the expression:

d a
dp" = A e

- B t I
The values obtained for the slope (B) are given in

figure 4.2.4. The fact that the slope decreases with

increasing mass of the TT 7r~p system is a well-known

phenomenon, observed in several reactions (both diffrac-

tive and non-diffractive).

Table 4.2.1.

Enhancements in the TT Tf n system.

1

mass

width

cross-section

1500

1 .47

0.09

9

MeV region

± .01

± .03

± 3

GeV

GeV

lib

1700

1.67

0.09

9

MeV

+ 0

± 0

±

region

.01

.03

3

GeV

GeV

yb
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ir ir p

Figure 4.2.1. Exchange diagram for the reaction
K~p •*• K~v •n'p.
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4.3. Decay of the IT ir~p system.

The two-particle mass-spectra (IT p) , (ir"p) and (IT IT~)

are shown in figure 4.3.1. There is a strong A^236 s i 9 n a l

in the TT+P spectrum; the corresponding A° 2 3 6 in the ir~p

spectrum is much weaker. The IT IT" spectrum shows little

indication for P765 production.

In order to determine the branching ratio's into

A++7T~ and A°TT+, the 7r+ir~p system was subjected to multi-

dimensional maximum likelihood fits (of the type described

in appendix II) in the region of phase-space defined by

the criteria (IV.1.1; IV.1.2; IV.1.3). The following

results were obtained:

a l l

A°ir+

TT+TT~p •*• a l l

0.40 ± 0.03

0.04 ± 0.01

++The A++/A° ratio is in good agreement with the value of

r+ir~9s 1 expected for ir+ir~p systems with i sospin I =

The strong A

decay modes:

N

N

1500

1700

signal suggests the presence of the

(IV.3.1)

(IV.3.2)

After selecting and antiselecting events in the A++ mass

band (1.150 GeV - 1.275 GeV), the ir+Tr"p mass spectra

shown in figure 4.3.2 were obtained. These distributions

indicate that the N* l 5 0 Q is mostly due to A
++ events;

the N* 1 7 0 0 shows up in most distributions, and even some-

what less strongly when the A is selected.
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1

As a result of purely kinematical constraints, almost
3

all events in the N m a s s band are required to have

an effective mass of the IT p system in the A mass band.

Thus the A decay mode of the N 1 5 Q Q is difficult to

separate from other decay modes, and the data are inevita-

bly compatible with the N 1 5 Q O having a large branching

fraction into A TT .

++ —
The branching ratio's into A v for the N 1 5 Q O

 a n^

N 1 7 0 0 enhancements were estimated by multidimensional

maximum likelihood fits analogous to those mentioned

above. The results found led to the following branching

ratio's:

N 1500

N*

N

1500

1700

all

N 1700 all

= 0;5 ± 0.2

= 0.3 ± 0.1

The last result implies that we have evidence for the

A ir~ decay mode of the N

Much confusion exists in the literature with respect

to the existence of this A TT decay mode; whereas some

authors claim a large branching fraction into A tr ,

others observe the N l 7 0 0 mainly in the non-A events.

This situation has drawn attention to a possible alter-

native decay mode (BOE 71):

N 17OO N 147O
(IV.3.3)

I

where the N 1 4 7 Q would be the resonance known in the

literature as the "Roper". Although the ir~p spectrum

(figure 4.3.1) shows no strong N izl7n signal, one in fact
f
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obtains an impressive structure in the ir ir~p spectrum

(see figure 4.3.3) after selection of events in the N*

mass band (1.35 GeV - 1.55 GeV). This result, at first

sight, seems to confirm the presence of a N 147o decay

mode. However, after selection of the N J^TQ mass band,

the "peripheral A++ir~ phase-space" peaks in the region

1.7 - 1.8 GeV. This was shown by a Monte-Carlo study of

the reaction:

;]

i

A

K - ir" A + (IV.3.4)

1

The peripheral A +ir~ phase-space is defined as the dis-

tribution obtained by modifying the normal phase-space

t-distribution of the reaction (IV.3.4) such that low

values of the momentum transfer between the A++TT~ system

and the target proton are favoured. Normalising to the

experimental number of events in the A mass band, the

A++IT~ spectrum shown dotted in figure 4.3.3 was obtained;

subtraction of this distribution from the experimental

ir+-rr~p distribution yielded the shaded distribution in

figure 4.3.3. Clearly, the N I 7 Q Q signal has disappeared

completely. This means that a N 14^Q
11 decay mode of the

N*1700 e f f e c t i s n o t observed in this experiment
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4.4. Angular distributions.

M

The angular distribution of the decay products of a

particle provides information about its spin, because the

spin is coupled with the decay angular momenta. In the
•4- _

absence of definite decay modes of the ir ir p system, it

is convenient to use the'normal to the decay plane as an

analyser (BER 65). The angular distribution of the decay-

plane normal may be written as:

where the index L runs from 0 to 2J, J being the spin of

the TT ir""p system, and M, the projection of L onto the

quantisation axis, can take values from -L to L.

The parameters A L M are related to the spin-density matrix

of the IT TT~P system. The relative importance of the dif-

ferent angular momentum states was investigated by calcu-

lating the moments of the angular distribution using:

<D(LM0)> = i J

The angles (9,<\>) of the decay plane normal are

defined in the Gottfried-Jackson reference system (GOT 64)

This system is formed, in the centre of mass of the TT+TT~P

system, by an y-axis normal to the plane, and a z-axis

along the direction of the target proton.

I

1
The significance of these moments was estimated by

calculating their chi-square deviations from zero. As

shown in table 4.4.1, the M ^ 0 moments are compatible

with zero, which is expected for diffractively produced

IT TT~P systems. The M = 0 moments are shown in figure

4.4.1. The large L = 2 moments indicate the presence of

states with spin > f, even at low masses of the ir ir~p

system. The L = 4 moments become important above 1.6 GeV,
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which implies the presence of states with spin > | from

these masses onwards. There is little evidence for states

with spin f- or higher, since the L = 6 moments are small.

The angular distribution of a different analyser,

namely the direction of the target proton, can give

additional information (ARN 67; BRA 63; CAS 72; MRG 67).

The reference system is again defined in the IT v~p CMS;

the z-axis is now normal to the TT IT p decay plane, and

the x-axis parallel to the direction of the IT . Since

the polar angle is the same as in the Gottfried-Jackson

system, the M = 0 moments are identical. The most signi-

ficant M ^ 0 moments are shown in figure 4.4.2. The

large L = 1 moments indicate that at least two states

with different spin-parities are present and interfering

in all mass bins. As shown in table 4.4.2, the moments

with L + M = odd are compatible with zero. As follows

from parity conservation this is a necessary (but not

sufficient) condition for the absence of interference

between the exchange of natural and unnatural parity in

the production process.

1

The above results indicate that the spin-s4tructure

of the IT Tr~p system can^be adequately described using

states with spin J = \, | and f only. The parity of

these states should either be according to the "natural"

series (£+, |~, f+) or to the "unnatural" series k\~,

| +, f~) . Since the total intrinsic parity of the if ir~p

system is positive, the assumption that states with

lower values of orbital angular momentum dominate (at

least at low masses), leads to a preference for the

"natural" series. The validity of this assumption will

be checked in the partial-wave analysis of the ir ir~p

system.
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The Gribov-Morrison parity change rule (GRI 67;

MOR 68):

Ap = (-1) A=>

where Ap (Aj) is the change in parity (spin) from the

target proton to the IT ir~p system, also predicts that

the JP of diffractive TT ff~p systems will follow the

natural spin-parity series. It is known that this rule

is violated in the production of diffractive two-par-

ticle systems of the type TTN (RUS 76; SOT 76) ; this

violation can however be explained in terms of the above

argument, i.e. as a result of the dominance of the lower

values for the orbital angular momentum. For the ir ir p

system the Gribov-Morrison rule may thus be expected

to hold.

The absence of significant decay-plane normal M ̂  0

moments in the Gottfried-Jackson reference system implies

that the projection of the spin onto the quantisation

axis is mainly ±£. In terms of exchange diagrams (cf.

figure 4.2.1), the vertex at which the ir n~p system is

produced corresponds to the reaction x p •*• TT n~p, where

x is the exchanged object. In this process, the initial

proton has neccessarily only ± £ as possible projections

of its spin onto the quantisation axis. The effect ob-

served therefore implies that the absolute value of the

t-channel helicity does not increase. This effect is

known in the literature as t-channel helicity conservation

(BIA 71); it indicates that the helicity of the exchanged

object is zero.
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1

Table 4.4.1.

Moment s of decay-plane normal.

All moments

with M ̂  0

x2

3 2 3

ND

2 9 4

X2/ND

1 . 10

confidence
level

12%

Table 4.4.2.

Moments of target proton,

A l l moments

w i t h M j> 0

All moments M 4 0

with L + M even

All moments M ̂  0

with L + M odd

x2

633

490

143

ND

2 9 4

168

126

X2/ND

2 . 1 5

2 . 9 2

1.13

confidence
leve l

IO"2 6

IO"3 2

15%
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5. PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS.

The investigation of the angular distributions des-

cribed in section 4.4 has shown, that the spin-p<?rity

structure of the IT TI~P system is complex. In this

situation, simple methods are unable to yield any sig-

nificant conclusions, and it is necessary to follow an

analysis method which makes use of all information

present in the experimental data.

A parametrisation which uses all independent

variables is the partial wave decomposition of the

three-particle system. This method has first been used

in the Illinois partial wave program (also known as the

Ascoli program) for the analysis of three-pion systems

(BRO 70; ASC 70) ; the same method has been used for the

analysis of Kirir systems (HAN 74) . The formalism was

subsequently adapted to the analysis of dipion-nucleon

systems by Kotanski (KOT 75).

I

In this section! the analysis program for the deter-

mination of the spirf-parity structure of the IT Tr~p

system will be described. This program is based on the

partial wave decomposition given by Kotanski, but de-

velopped independently. The calculation of the matrix-

elements proceeds iji much the same way as in the origi-

nal Illinois program. The maximum-likelihood fit deter-

mining the spin defsity matrix was handled differently

however; the positivity of the density matrix was

maintained in the fit by means of a special parametri-

sation of the density matrix. This parametrisation also

allowed rank-conditions being imposed during the fit.

f
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1

5.1 . Formalism.

The amplitude for the react ion:

a + b -*• (1 + 2 + 3) + 4 (V.I.I)

can be wri t ten in the form:

J i i - < P i P 9 P 3 Â 3 » P A I u I P a a ' p b i v . i . z ;AaA3

where i t is assumed that par t ic les a and 3 are protons,

and the other par t ic les are spinless mesons. The hel ici-

t i es of the i n i t i a l and final protons are denoted by Xa

and X3 respectively.

The angular momentum expansion of th is amplitude
(*)(V.1.2) can be written in the formv ' :

Llj
n

"
. l . 3 )

The symbols used have the following meaning:

W = the effective mass of the system formed by par-

ticles 1, 2 and 3 (to be written as the

(1, 2, 3) system).;

si(s2) = the effective mass of the system formed by

particles 2 and 3 (1 and 3) (to be written as

the (2, 3) system, respectively the (1, 3)

system);

(*) A normalisation factor for the functions D has been omitted;
an overall normalisation convention for the complete partial
wave expansion will be defined in section 5.5.
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<t),e,Y = the Euler angles specifying the orientation of

the (1, 2, 3) system, defined in the Gottfried-

Jackson reference system;

s = the square of the total CMS energy;

t = the square of the four-momentum transfer between

particle a and the (1, 2, 3) system;

jP = the total angular momentum (parity) of the

(1, 2, 3) system;

M = the projection of J onto the quantisation axis

(the z-axis);

v = the projection of J onto p3 in the (1, 2, 3) CMS;

n = 1 , 2 or 3, the index labelling the three diffe-

rent intermediate two-particle systems (2,3) ,

(1,3) and (1, 2) ;

L = the orbital angular momentum between the inter-

mediate two-particle system and the third par-

ticle;

j = the total angular momentum of the intermediate

two-particle system plus the spin of the third

particle.

1 = the orbital angular momentum in the decay of the

intermediate two-particle system.

I

1

The expansion is constructed by forming intermediate

two-particle states with definite quantum numbers. The

coupling-index n indicates which two-particle system is

considered. The functions D are the usual rotation

matrices; the functions G describe the coupling, and the

coefficients h are unknown functions of the variables s,

t, W, sj and s2.

The distribution function is obtained by squaring

the amplitude (V.l.3), and summing over the initial and

final proton helicities:

f =
A aX 3

fA.aX3
(V.1.4)
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The bilinear combinations of the coefficients h define

the density matrix:

JPLMJJ'P'L'M' _ jPLjln »J'P* L'j'L'n' ... . ,,
PjLn; j'L'n1 " ^ hM,\a M'Aa IV.l.b)

3.

The aim is to determine the density matrix as a

function of s, t and W by fitting the distribution function

to the experimental data, divided in bins of s, t and W.

The S-dependence can of course be studied only if experi-

mental data at different energies are available.

The functions G can be written as follows:

,JpLjln=l _

G

Z

d\
v

(«.).U.Osi.v, Ij.

J,X,)»

(V.1.6)

=
\

V 9 " 2

?X v (^-X2> * CL,O;j,A2 | J , X 2 ) .

(V.l.7)

I

1 "vX-
v3

'v,o

(L,0;j,X3+V3 | J,v) (V.1.8)
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where the angles are defined as follows:

9j = angle between P2 and P3 in (1, 2, 3) CMS;

d2 = angle between p^ and p-j in (1, 2, 3) CMS;

X| = angle between -p^ and P3 in (2, 3) CMS;

X2 = angle between -P2 and p^ in (1,3) CMS;

X3 = angle between p^ and p^ in (1,2) CMS;

a 1 = angle between -pi~P2 an<^ -P2 i-n (3) CMS;

a2 = angle between -pj-P2 and ~p^ in (3) CMS.

The rotation matrices D in (V.l.3) can be visualised

as the transformations from the "external" Gottfried-

Jackson coordinate system xyz, to an "internal" coordi-

nate system x1 y' z' attached to the three-particle system

(BER 65). This coordinate system is defined as follows
(KOT 75) :

x' axis parallel to

y1 axis parallel to x P2

The projection of the total angular momentum J of the

(1, 2, 3) system onto the z1 axis is given by v. The

functions G (V.1.6 - V.1.8) describe the relation between

the state | Jv >, defined in the (1, 2, 3) CMS, and the

final proton state | \ X -^ ~> , defined in the proton CMS.

Since different CM systems are involved, Lorentz trans-

formations are needed to go from one CMS to another one.

The z1 axis is rotated before each Lorentz transformation

such as to be parallel to the direction of a boost; in

this way, the helicities do not change during the

Lorentz transformations (JAC 59). The successive rota-

(•) Provided that the direction of ehe quantisation axi.s does not
change.



tions are sketched in figures 5.1.1 - 5.1.3. The Clebsch-

Gordon coefficients in the expansions (V.l.6 - V.l.8) are

a consequence of the L-S couplings used. The latter are

suggested by the fact that, near threshold, only small

values of orbital angular momentum contribute. Besides,

eigenstates of orbital angular momentum are also eigen-

states of parity (HAN 74).

The amplitude f\ •> in (V.l.3) is completely general.AaÂ3
The couplings through the: intermediate two-particle

systems do not assume any physical decay via an inter-

mediate particle. It follows that any coupling can be used

to express the amplitude, provided that all possible

values of the indices J, M, v, j, L, 1 are included in

the summation of (V.l.3). Since this would result in an

infinite number of indices, certain assumptions are

needed (HAN 74).
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n = 1: (2,3) coupling.

CMS (1,2,3)

62 = angle (pj, p3)

rotation T-8

CMS (2,3)

X, = angle (-p\, p3)

rotation -Xj

CMS (3)

Oj = angle ("P12, ~P2)

rotation ax

Figure 5.1.1. Rotations in (2, 3) ooupling (n-1)



n = 2: (1,3) coupling.

CMS (1,2,3)

6j = angle (p2, p3)

rotation — (IT —6 t )

CMS (1,3)

X2 = angle ("P2, P,)

rotation TT-X,

CMS (3)

a2 = angle (~p12,

rotation -a.

P2

P3/

Figure 5.1.2. Rotations in (1, Z) coupling (n = 2)
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n 3: (1 , 2) coupling.

CMS (1,2,3)

no rotation
P2

CMS (1,2)

X3 * angle (px, p3)

rotation it - X3

Pi

Figure 5.1.3. Rotations in (13 2) coupling (n = 3)
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5.2. Assumptions.

In principle the amplitude f^ ̂ 3 (V.1.3) may be

expanded using any one of the three couplings. Let f*

be the amplitude expressed in terms of coupling n.

Then, symbolically,

f - f1 . f2 - / 3

^

(V.2.1)

with ....»; L,l=0,

i.e. all possible partial waves are included in:

D£v
J J

£ Z I I I
JP M--J V--J j L

GjPLjln jPLjln
'vX MX.

(V.2.2)

Í

In practice, it is necessary to assume certain maximum

values for the indices J, L and j. This implies that

(V.2.1) is no longer valid. Instead, the amplitude is

written as:

with J, j, L, 1 small

ÍV.2.3)

thus assuming that high partial waves in any one coupling

are covered by low partial waves in other couplings, and

that the overlap between the couplings is small.

It is known from experimental results, that the

amplitude depends on the two-particle effective masses

sn. Involving the idea of a Watson final-state interaction

(WAT 52), it is reasonable to assume that this dependence

can be factorised, using:

1
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h(s, t, W, sn) = h'(s, t, W) • B(sn) (V.2.4)

where the amplitude h1 no longer depends on sn. The

function B(sn) is written as:

fl(sn) = p
L • BW(sn) • q

1 (V.2.5)

following the idea of a two-step decay of the (1, 2, 3)

system with barrier factors p and q for the first and

second decay respectively (p is the momentum of the

intermediate two-particle system in the (1, 2, 3) CMS;

q is the momentum in the decay of the intermediate two-

particle system). The function BW(sn) parameterises the

dependence on the two-particle effective mass (e.g.

using a Breit-Wigner function).

The fits determining the density matrix elements

are done in bins of t and W of finite size. One thus

obtains the average value of the density matrix over the

region of t and W considered. The amplitude is therefore

written as follows:

h(s, t, W, ....) =h"(s,....) • FMW FT(t) (V.2.6)

1

where the functions FM and FT describe the dependences

of the amplitude - as far as known - on the three-par-

ticle effective mass W and the four-momentum transfer t

respectively, in the particular t, W bin considered. The

function FM may still be different in different t inter-

vals, and the function FT still different in different

W intervals, as is known from experimental results.

The number of density matrix elements can be

further reduced by assuming coherence between different

decay modes of a given state JP; i.e. by writing?
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hM
P
Xa(s,t,W) (8, t, W)

(V.2.7)

Equation (V.2.7) separates the amplitude into a "produc-

tion" part h and a "decay" part c. If in a given Jp state

only a single resonance would be present, the different

decay modes would be completely coherent. In general, the

"coherence assumption" cannot be justified a priori.

The important reduction of the number of elements in the

density matrix resulting from this assumption, makes it

however an attractive one to use. A justification can be

given a posteriori, when a good description of the expe-

rimental data is obtained using the coherence assumption.

i

The density matrix formed by the bilinear combi-

nations of the amplitudes h:

-jPj'P1
P - a

(V.2.8)

will be referred to as the "reduced" density matrix.

The full density matrix is given by:

jPLjln, J'P'L 1 j'l'n^ -jPj'P' jPLjln..
M, M1 PM M-

c u J ± n (V.2.9)

After the assumptions made in this section, the amplitude

h given in (V.l.3) can be written as:

FT' (t) (V.2.10)
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5.3. The reflectivity basis.

Parity conservation in the production process reduces

the number of independent elements in the density matrix.

In the Gottfried-Jackson reference frame, the following

relation holds:

ee1' ("1}

where e is defined as:

e = P-s (-1

m-m'
-m,-irr (V.3.1)

(V,3.2)

with pj denoting the parity of the state with spin j.

Equation (V.3.1) holds provided that the beam and target

particles are unpolarised. This relation can be expressed

in a more simple form if the density matrix is defined on

a different basis. Provided that the quantisation axis z

is in the production plane, this may be done using the

reflection operator with respect to the production plane,

y = e"i1Tjyp. The hellcity states as defined by Jacob and

Wick (JAC 59) satisfy:

Y j p, j, m > = pjt-l)^"1" | p, j, -m> (V.3.3)

Eigenstates of the operator Y may thus be defined as:

m, n > = ± 3, m >

for m > 0

c (-

(V.3.4)

where n (= ±1) is related to the eigenvalue of Y.

The basis formed by these states will be referred to as

the "reflectivity basis". The relation between the densi

ty matrix expressed in the reflectivity basis with the

density matrix expressed in the conventional basis is

given by:
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(-1) -m
1

(V.3.5)

Using (V.3.1), it follows that the right-hand side of

(V.3.5) vanishes unless n - n 1; in other words, the den

sity matrix on the reflectivity basis is diagonal in n.

Thus:

I

The partial wave decomposition of the amplitude

f\a\3 (V.l.3) is easily rewritten in terms of the reflec-

tivity basis. As will be shown below, it is convenient to

introduce the following notations!

h-M,X3
 f o r M > 0

withX=±l; (V.3.9)

q = ±l (V.3.10)

=±l;

q=±l (V.3.11)

withq=±l (V.3.12)

1
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The indices { Jp, L, j, 1, n } are for the time being

omitted (they will be reintroduced in (V.3.27) ) .

Introducing the notation given in (V.3.7), the

amplitude (V.l.3) can be written as:

M,v>0 I

1

If the terms:

Mv vX-j M,-v -VÀ3

are replaced by:

Mv v,

+ Xi (D
Mv

n
=i + M,-v -\

(V.3.13)

(V.3.14)

(V.3.15)

one obtains an expression for the amplitude f-, , , where
A -a A

the role of the index A3 is now taken over by the

new index X, assuming the values ±1. As can be easily

checked, the substitution (V.3.14) -*• (V.3.15) (or /, , ->
AaA3

/, , ) does not affect the distribution function, which
AaA
is obtained by squaring the amplitude and summing over
Xa = ± j and X3 = +

X = ± 1) .

(the latter now converted into

Using a property of the functions G:

-VÂ3
= e(-l)v+X3 G (V.3.16)
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easily verified from the definitions (V.l.6), (V.l.7) and

(V.l.8) using the transformation properties of the

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and the d-functions (ROS 57),

expression (V.3.15) can be written as:

(V.3.17)

where G , is defined in (V.3.8).

Replacing (V.3.14) by (V.3.17), and using the pro-

perties of the D functions; the amplitude can now be re-

written:

f
fxax Mvn

M,V>0

• X£(-1)
v

+XTlfl

M.-v
)} GvX (V.3.18)

Introducing a new index q, assuming the value ± 1, and

the notation (V.3.9), the above expression can be re-

arranged to yield:

f (V.3.19)

M,v>0

This form is particularly suitable to investigate trans-

formation properties of the amplitude. The following

relations are easily verified:

1
v,-x

(-1)

(V.3.20)

(V.3.21)

(V.3.22)

(V.3.23)
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q (- (Y) (V.3.24)

íj (-Y) (Y) (V.3.25)

These properties will be needed when the symmetry proper-

ties of the distribution function and the dependence on

the quantum number n are considered.

For practical calculations, it is more efficient to

expand the exponentials in (V.3.11) and (V.3.12); at the

expence of a less concise form of the functions F, the

index q then becomes superfluous:

V Mvn
M,v>0

(V.3.26)

where:

Mvn

cos M$ COSVY cL, - sin M<j>sinvyc£ for A*n

L,-i sin M 4» COSVY cL^ -i cosM(()sin VY CL. for X=-TI

I

Reintroducing the complete set of indices, the par-

tial wave expansion of the amplitude f^ ^ in the reflec-

tivity basis becomes:

Lljn
M,v>0 (V.3.27)

The density matrix is again obtained from the bilinear

combinations of the amplitudes h:

jPLjln.J'P'L'j'l'n« _ -

The set of indiced identifying a partial wave, I.e.

{jPLMnnl} will hereafter be represented by the notation a;

when appropriate, some or all indices will be made expli-

cit.
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5.4. The V-matrix parametrlsation and the density matrix

rank conditions.

From its definition (V.l.5, or V.3.28) it follows

that the density matrix is a hermitian, positive-definite

matrix (i.e. all eigenvalues of the matrix are zero ox

positive; see also (ADE 65)) . The positivity condition

imposes constraints on the elements of the density matrix;

the simplest ones are well-known:

11 (V.4.1)

In principle these conditions have to be checked when the

elements of the density matrix are used as free parameters

in a fit. In the Illinois partial wave program, this is

done by transforming, after each step in the fit, the den-

sity matrix to a diagonal matrix:

pd = U p u"1

with: for i (V.4.2)

and V a unitary matrix. In the diagonal representation,

the positivity conditions are particularly simple, namely:

The disadvantage of this procedure is, that considerable

amounts of computer time are spent in performing the

required transformations. It is therefore better to use

as free parameters variables which are more closely re-

lated to the amplitudes.

According to the definitions (V.l.5; V.3.28), the

density matrix can be written in a bilinear form:

(V.4.3)

i



• 1 "^ J(" *

As stated before, the definition (V.4.3) yields a posi-

tive-definite matrix p. As will become clear below, the

upper value for the index k in (V.4.3) can be chosen

equal to the dimension of the density matrix without

loss of generality.

The matrices V in (V.4.3) are not unique; any

matrix V given by:

U V (V.4.4)

where U is a unitary matrix, yields the same matrix p.

This ambiguity in the choice of the matrix V allows one

to choose a particularly simple matrix V, namely:

for j > i
(V.4.5)

This matrix V is triangular and has real diagonal ele-

ments.

For example, a 4 x 4 density matrix (J =f):

33

*
3,-1
*

P

P

P

31

) 1

1,-1
*

p

P

P

3,-1

1 ,-'

-1 .-

P3

pl

1 P-

,-3

,-3

1,-3

"3.-3 1,-3 -1,-3 5,-3

determined by 16 real parameters, can be obtained from

the product W * where V is a 4 x 4 matrix of the type:

V,
11

31

41

0

V22

V32

V42

0

Ü

V33

V43

0

0

0

V44

As required, this matrix is also determined by 16 real

parameters.
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1

The criteria (V.4.5) do not cause any loss of gene-

rality (CHÜ 74). As may be easily verified, the product

in (V.4.3) is invariant under the transformations:

vik "ik (V.4.6)

and

_1

i k ) | (V.4.7)

where a is an arbitrary complex number ^ ± i. The trans-

formation (V.4.6) allows the setting of an arbitrary

phase-factor for each column of the matrix V; this is

used to set the imaginary parts for the diagonal ele-

ments equal to zero.

Transformation (V.4.7) with a = = — - allows to set one
vikelement in each row of the matrix V to zero for each

combination k1# k2 ; the matrix can thus be converted into

a triangular form. The same argument learns that the in-

dex k in (V.4.3) need not assume values exceeding the

dimension N of the density matrix; (V.4.7) allows setting

all columns of the matrix V with indices k > N equal to

zero.

As shown above, the measurement of the matrix V does

pot determine the amplitudes themselves. Therefore, the

elements of the matrix V should not be confused with the

amplitudes h.

The V matrix parametrisation is particularly suitable

for imposing rank conditions on the density matrix p. The

rank of the density matrix is determined by the dimensio-

nality of the unobserved spin space. In the reaction:

• ) %



•: V

K ~ p + K (i r + ir" P) (V.4.8)

1

the density matrix is formed by summing the amplitudes

h over the unobserved spin of the target proton (cf.

V .1.5), which therefore leads to a density matrix of

rank r * 2 (an equivalent statement is, that there are

in reaction V.4.8 only two independent sets of amplitu-

des, namely spin-flip and spin-non-flip).

According to definition (V .1.5, or V.3.8), the

rank condition is imposed by the criterium:

for j > 2 (V.4.9)

For a large density matrix, imposing this condition

yields an important reduction in the number of para-

meters. In the example above (J - f), the matrix V (and

hence p) becomes determined by 10 real parameters in-

stead of 16.

In practice, one measures the average value of

the density matrix over a certain region in W and t.

This implies that rank conditions do not have to be

strictly valid. It is assumed, that the violations due

to this averaging are sufficiently mild to be neglected.

The density matrix on the reflectivity basis can

also be written using the V-matrix parametrisation.

Since pn is diagonal in T), the most straight-forward

procedure is to use two matrices V, one for each value

of T). The non-zero eigenvalues of the density matrix

are shared equally between the submatrices pn* and

(CHU 74). This may be seen as follows:

v.";. j?'-'v-)f;t*?<jS"i-?,':' -.



= I HE ( - l )

(-o""1' hJ''~mV

Parity conservation implies that:

( - I ) ' ! e ( - l )" m " X a h j ' " m

~A

xhis leads to:

h{m + neC-i)""1 hj'""1 = n(-i)"K» (hi? + ne(-i)"K»

(V.4 .10)

(V.4 .11)

It follows that:

hj1""1)
A

for either value of Aa. Hence, the submatrices p
11"*1 each

have rank r = 1.

5.5. The likelihood function.

i; •'

Introducing in expression (V.3.27) the assumptions

made in section 5.2 (cf. (V.2.10)), the amplitude becomes:

with

(V.5.1)

(V.5.2)

The distribution function is obtained by squaring the

amplitude and summing over the initial and final helici-

ties:

f(a) = Í | A (V.5.3)
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where a is a vector in the space {s, t, W, si,S2, <t>, 9/Y

For practical calculations, it is convenient to

expand the products in (V.5.3). Using the notations:

I1 for a /a'l

U for a = a'J

Z 2 Re (AT. Ml,,)ctX "a'\'

M. I 2 T- (.¥* M,

(V.5.4)

(V.5.5)

ca "a'V 'aa'

and the definition of the density matrix (V.2.9), one

obtains:

f(a) = Z Rep
aa' aa1

Imp„ (V.5.6)

As can be derived from (V.3.20-V.3.25), the expres-

sions Wa have the following properties:

e, U-4>,-Y ) - (-D

ir-y) - P„p„, <-l

(9,

M'M' A C

Y)

Y)

Defining:

a,X j; F
a,X

and constructing products

lowing relation holds:

(V.5.7)

(V.5.8)

(V.5.9)

(V.5.10)

as in (V.5.5), the fol-

"V'.

aa' v"aa"

The above properties will be used later.

(V.5.11)

•[i/.'f'.'.s'i','
'5*1
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Finally, an acceptance function A(a) was introduced

(ASC 70). This function may vary over phase-space, and

can be used to express the effects of cuts applied to

the data and of a limited efficiency of the detection

system. The distribution function can then be written as:

f (p; a) = A(a) E Rep , lF, (a) + JmP^i ÍÇ • (a)
aa'

(V.5.12)

Tliis ieaãs t o the following l ike l ihood functions

ti .N ,

LF(p) = E Wi log(f (p; a J) - ( E VL) «log (Jdaf (p; a))

(V.5.13)

with W^ = weight of event i;

N = number of experimental events.
The integral in (V.5.13) can be expanded using:

/da f(p, a) = E
aa

PQa,

where the "cut-integrals" are given by:

T c u t _ /•-. ,, ,.C- A(a)

The "uncut-integrals" are defined as:

..uncut /", ,. . .^ = Jãa W ( a )

(V.5.14)

(V.5.15)

(V.ä.16)

It is convenient to use a normalisation convention such

that l^"CUt = 1. The density matrix is then normalised

using:

1 p
TCUt

aa' = 1 (V.5.17)
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With the above normalisation convention, (V.5.13) reduces

to:

LF(p) = log(f(p; (V.5.18)

The integrals (V.5.15) and (V.5.16) were calculated

using Monte-Carlo generated events. For the calculation

of the cut-integrals, it is advantageous to apply a pari-

ty transformation on the integration points? the expres-

sions M' , for the transformed point are obtained direct-

ly rrom (V.5.7), but the acceptance function A(a) may be

different. One thus disposes of 2N integration points

where only N were generated through the Monte-Carlo

method; hence, the accuracy of the integrals is improved

by a factor /?.

The Illinois program employs two more transformations,

useful for meson systems. In the case of baryon systems,

these transformations become the ones given in (V.5.8) and

(V.5.9). As can be seen, the quantum number n changes

sign under these transformations; therefore, they are not

useful in the case of baryon systems.

The density matrix was parameterised using (V.2.9)

and (V.4.3), as:

Va'k> ca ca' (V.5.19)

with r = 2 ; this yields a rank = 2 density matrix as re-

quired. The elements of the matrix V and the decay ratio's

e were determined by maximising the likelihood function

using the CERN program MINUIT (MIN 74).

The fitted density matrix determines the contri-

butions of the different partial waves and the interfe-
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rences between them:

N Tuncut
N

1=1
(V.5.20)

Through this definition; these contributions are automati-

cally corrected for the effects of the cuts applied to the

experimental data. The fitted distribution function was

obtained by appropriate weighting of the Monte-Carlo

events (generated for the calculation of the integrals),

using the fitted parameters. The quality of the fits was

checked by comparing single-variable projections of the

fitted distribution function with the corresponding expe-

rimental histograms .

5.6. The quantum number n.

The quantum number n is related to the eigenvalue of

the reflection operator with respect to the production

plane (cf. section 5.3). For a meson system produced from

a meson beam in the forward direction, the following

relation can be derived in the asymptotical limit s •* °°

(DON 73) :

, 1 ,-•

n = -P 3 (-D
 J (V.6.1)

where Pj (j) is the parity (spin) of the exchanged object.

The quantity pj (-1)J is often referred to as the "natura-

lity". For a baryon system, the relation (V.6.1) does not

hold.

• ' • % • '

(*) The results of the final set of fits «iere checked using a
comparison in more dimensions; see section 6.3.
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It can be shown (HAN 74), that in the conventional

basis the presence of complex functions Ba or FMa in

(V.5.2) enables in principle the determination of the

imaginary parts of the density matrix. For three-meson

systems, the transformation form the conventional basis

to the reflectivity basis (V.3.6) is real. The conditions

for the measurement of the imaginary parta of the density

matrix elements are thus in the reflectivity basis the

same as in the conventional basis. For baryon systems

however, the transformation to the reflectiv-li-y basis is

complex. The measurability of the imaginary parts in the

conventional basis then transforms for the reflectivity

basis into the measurability of density matrix elements

with opposite values of n>

It was shown earlier, that the products M° , con-

structed from the expressions (V.5.10) satisfy the re-

lation (V.5.11); this relation connects terms with oppo-

site values of n. The complete expression Ma is given by

(V.5.2). It is clear that the presence of the complex

functions Ba (or FWa) causes breaking of a symmetry re-

lation like (V.5.11) for the products "acli- However, the

changeover to the opposite value of n involves a rotation

in a complex plane only, since:

ti.,-1 (V.6.2)

as can easily be verified using (V.5.2), (V.5.5) and

(V.5.11). This rotation is,in analogy with (V.5.11),

defined as;

M~ (V.6.3)

As the expressions M(xa, are known for every event, the

rotation angle can be calculated.
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Introducing the notation (V.6.3) in the distribution

function, and writing out explicitly terms with opposite

values of n, one obtains:

f(a) = Z
aa'

Rep^T cos V . 'P2a'' sin*aa'>

with

Re pac^' sin •aal)

(V.6.4)

i , arc tan I aa'
í,n=+i

When there are no (complex) functions Ba or FMa in

the partial wave decomposition given by (V.5.2), or when

the product Ba B* FMa FM*, is real, the symmetry relation

(V.5.U) holds also for the products W a ai, which implies

that the angle 4>aa> in (V.6.3) is zero. In this situation,

only the following combinations of density matrix elements

enter into the distribution functions

fe * Re 2 Re

(V.6.5)

where the definition of the density matrix In the reflec-

tivity basis (V.3.6) was used. It is clear that only the

real parts of the conventional density matrix PmJJf can be

measured. Assuming the unmeasurable imaginary parts of

p"™i to be zero, it follows that:

Re p

Rep

'aa'

m.-m
aa' I" P'1 = -Im Paa

(V.6.6)
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The distribution function can thus be parameterised using

either p n = + 1 or pn=~l, with identical results, it is

however important to realise that what one actually mea-

sures, also when Im p1™1 T-1 0, is the sum of pn~ and

pn l; this implies that a rank = 2 matrix should be used

to parameterise the distribution function, in agreement

with the previously observed fact that the rank of the

density matrix in the conventional basis pĴ J. is also 2

(cf. section 5.4).

the presence of complex functions B or

FMa in (V.5.2) causes the angle

zero; also, * a a,

The influence of the variations in <f>

using the experimental sample of IT ir~p events

In general

(V.6.3) to be non-

may be different for different events.

was investigated

The

assumption of constant angles Paai implies deviations in

the distribution function (V.6.4). These deviations are

defined as:

oa'

(cos $„„1 - cos ?ani) * A

+ (sin $aai - sin 5 a a t ) ' B I cos \\>

S . * | - ( c o s <ji , - cos $ , ) • B

+ (sin <t>aa< - sin ?aai) 'A I sin

(V.6.7)

with A2 T B2 = 1. Since | poa,\
z < 1, these deviations re-

present an upper limit.

The set of partial waves given in table 6.2 (9 states)

lead to 45 state-combinations; only 27 of these combinations

correspond to off-diagonal terms giving rise to non-zero

angles 4> „i. Out of these 27 combinations, 9 yielded very
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small deviations 6„ ,<*)uoa' o n l y * T h e distribution of the

deviations ôjja, and 6*a,, sununed over the remaining 18

terms, is shown in figure 5.6.1.

The relevant quantity to examine is the asymmetry in this

distribution, because symmetrical deviations have (at

least in first-order approximation) no influence on the

likelihood function. The asymmetry in the distribution

of figure 5.6.1 was estimated by calculating the RMS of

the parts with 6 < 0 and 6 > 0 separately. The result

found was 5 ± 3% (the error is statistical only)(**'.

Because the asymmetry is small, and affects only 18 off-

diagonal terms out of the 45 terms entering the distri-

bution function, it is clear that the total distribution

function is virtually influenced by neglecting the

deviations 6.

by:

The distribution function can thus be approximated

£- I (hü , « • • , • X.5 , .in* ,)•!««,. I (V.6.8)
OCX

which formally amounts to parameterising the distribution

function using pn~ only. However, in this formula the

meaning of p has now become:

Re p^, = Re p ^ f + Re p^T1 cos

Im

n—1 -
+ to p^, sin * a

a' + R e p
n—1

(V.6.9)

Again, a rank = 2 matrix p i s thus required to parameterise

the distribution function.

These contributions correspond to interferences between pp and
pe decay modes; see section 6.3. The result is expected became
the central mass valuesof the p and e are nearly equal.

The distributions of the individual terms 6^, were investigated
as well; all were found to be symmetric around zero within sta-
tistical limits.
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1

1000

800

6001

<3 M00-I

200 J

-2.

total deviation In distribution function
from constant angles <f>m.

Figure 5,6.1. Deviation in distribution function due

to non-constant angles *}>„„»•
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6. RESULTS OF THE PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS.

The IT+TI~P spectrum was derived into 7 bins of TT+TI~P

mass, each 100 MeV wide, and a single bin in t' (0.0 -

0.5 GeV2 ). The t1 dependence (function FT in V.5.2) was

parameterised using an exponential function separately in

each mass bin, cf. figure 4.2.4. The dependence on the

three-particle mass was not parameterised explicitly.

1

It is useful to add an incoherent "phase-space" term

(FLAT) to the distribution function (V.5.6)? this term

has no structure in all Euler angles and in the Dalitz

plot. Events not well described by any of the partial

waves considered in a particular fit, can show up in the

FLAT distribution. Therefore, a vanishing contribution of

FLAT is a necessary (although not sufficient) condition

for the completeness of a set of partial waves. A non-zero

contribution of FLAT may indicate that the set of partial

waves considered is incomplete.

The limited number of events in each bin (approxi-

mately 500) makes it impossible to fit a large number of

partial waves in one goj the many parameters involved

cannot be simultaneously constrained. The aim of the pre-

sent analysis has therefore been to find the minimal set

of waves yielding a good description of the data.

Starting from a small number of initial waves,

others were added one by one. All fits were checked as to

their quality by projecting the fitted distribution

function onto the different experimental single-variable

histograms. At each point, the effect of adding new waves

both on the value of the likelihood and on the size of

the FLAT contribution was considered. Retaining only the

'''&,-•
£'

/ • /
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waves yielding significant contributions and resulting in

good fits, a final set of waves was obtained, giving a

satisfactory overall description of the experimental data.

From the method followed, it is clear that the

uniqueness of this final set of waves is not proven; it

would require substantially more experimental data in

order to be able to do so.

i ,

6.1. The choice of the initial set of waves.

The study of the moments of the IT n p system (section

4.4) learned that only states with spin < f should be

considered, and that the projection of the spin onto the

quantisation axis is mainly ±\.

The intermediate two-particle states considered are

given in table 6.1. The mass-dependence of the s-wave

effect in the it TT~ system (called E) was parameterised

using a Breit-Wigner function; as a check, a phase shift

parametrlsation was tried as well, but no difference in

the fit results was found. The spins of the P^gj inter-

mediate state and the final proton can be coupled to give

a value of ^ or | for the quantum number j (cf. section

5.1). Since the results obtained using either value of j

were found to be virtually the same, only the value j=f,

which results in a lower value for the orbital angular

momenta in couplings to n+ir~p states with natural spin-

parity, was used in subsequent fits. For the mass region

considered here, the most important intermediate two-par-

ticle states expected are the A^^g and the e (cf. figure

4.3.1); hence, only these were considered in the initial

set of waves.
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The parity of the t u p states was chosen according

to the natural series (£ , |~, | + ) , in agreement with the

Gribov-Morrison rule (GRI 67; MOR 68). ' Some states be-

longing to the unnatural series (£~, | , |~) were consi-

dered, entering them one by one in subsequent fits.

It should be noted that for the states with pe decay mode,

a "Minami"-type ambiguity prevents an absolute determi-

nation of the parities. Since the pe decay mode is at

least as important as the Aj236 1T~ ^ecay m°ãe, a parame-

trisation using only natural spin-parity states may yield

a distribution function which is very similar to the one

obtained when only unnatural spin-parity states are used.

However, as stated before, the latter states require

higher values for the orbital angular momenta in couplings

to the Aj235 and e intermediate states, and may therefore

be expected to be suppressed by the barrier factors in the

function Ba (cf. section 6.2).

The initial set of waves is indicated in table 6.2.

6.2. Inclusion of other waves.

It was found, that states with a A°23g " decay mode

yielded only small contributions; this is expected for

•rr+iT~p systems with isospin I = £'. States with N* 4 7 0 rr
+ or

decay modes also gave negligible contributions.

The states with a p Pygc decay mode received only

small contributions. However, inclusions of these states

(*) See also section 4.4.
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did improve the quality of the fits. This may be due to

the fact, that the contributions due to interference of

the pe decay moue with other decay modes are not negli-

gible (see section 6.3).

In most fits states with spin-parities £~, f+ and

f~, when fitted together with the dominant set of waves

(̂  , |~ and | ) , picked up only small contributions.

Occasionally, appreciable contributions were found in

some mass-bins, resulting in very discontinuous mass-

dependences for those states. Since equally good or

better fits could be obtained without the inclusion of

these states, it was assumed that the discontinous

solutions were ambiguities due to insufficient constraints

on the parameters in the fits. As a rule, the more conti-

nuous "natural" solutions were preferred.

With the exception of the |"sf+(i++Tr") state, all

states with M > f received negligible contributions. The

mass-dependence of the f"s|+(A ir~) state was found to

be very similar to that of the f~S5+(A++n~) state. The

quality of the fits did not suffer from the removal of

the | S|+(A ir") state, nor did the likelihood change

appreciably. Therefore, this state was not included in

the final set.

The final set of waves obtained is indicated in

table 6.2. In order to check the completeness of this set

of waves, the other waves listed in table 6.2 were consi-

dered using a simplified fitting procedure. First, these

waves were added tin groups of 4-5) to the states of the

final set yielding the most important contributions, i.e.

the states £+P±+ (fi++ir~) , i+si+(pe), \~S$+ (A++ir~) , f'

and |+D^+(pe). In these simplified fits, all off-diagonal

elements of the density matrix were fixed to zero. All

"new" states yielding non-negligible contributions were
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then fitted once more, together with the complete final

set of states, now using the full density matrix for the

final set, and only a diagonal matrix for the additional

states.

In this way, it was found that only two waves could

yield additional non-negligible contributions, namely

the f~sf+(A++ir~) wave mentioned earlier, and the

£~D^+(A TT~) wave; the latter one gave some contributions

in the low-mass region (1.3 - 1.5 GeV) only.

The above procedure does not really give a clear-cut

proof that other waves are absent. Nevertheless, it is

reasonable to assume that the presence of important addi-

tional waves would reveal itself, even when the off-dia-

gonal elements of the density matrix are fixed to zero.

Thus the above results are consistent with the interpre-

tation that the final set of waves is sufficient to

describe the data. The states f~sf+(A++it~) and J"DJ+(Ä++TT")

could be present in the low-mass region, but their addition

did not improve.the quality of the fits appreciably.

6.3. The final set of waves.

As stated above, the quality of the final fits was

checked by a comparison of the experimental data with

Monte-Carlo generated events weighted according to the

fitted distribution function. These comparisons were made

in terms of the projections onto the effective masses of

the three two-particle systems, and the moments of the

angular distribution:

N
D(lmn) 1

N mn Y±)
(VI.3.1)
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The projections onto the two-particle effective masses

are given in figure 6.1; the most important moments are

shown in figure 6.2.

vi" •
"'I''I

The combined chi-square values, obtained from the

projections onto the effective masses and the moments,

are given in table 6.3. Thesa values indicate that the

fits are satisfactory up to a 7r+ir~p mass of 1.8 GeV;

above this value, the quality becomes less good. Presu-

mably, the separation from other reaction mechanisms is

incomplete above 1.8 GeV.

The contributions of the different partial waves

are shown in figure 6.3. The "total" JP contributions

incorporate the interferences between the different

2-body decay modes. The contribution of FLAT is consis-

tent with zero up to 1.8 GeV; this again indicates that

the fits become less reliable above this mass value.

Structure is observed in the £ + wave; the pe decay

mode peaks around 1.5 GeV, whereas the A TT" decay mode

has a maximum at 1.7 - 1.8 GeV. These results are gene-

rally at variance with the smooth behaviour of the \

wave reported by Blobel et al. in a partial wave analysis

of the Tt u~p system produced in pp reactions at 12 and

24 GeV/c (BLO 75). A small structure at 1.5 GeV in the

pe decay mode is however observed in the pp experiment

and could be consistent with the structure seen in the

present analysis.

The structures in the |" wave at 1.5 GeV for the

A TT~ decay mode and at 1.7 - 1.8 GeV for the pe decay

mode are in agreement with the findings of Blobel et al.

The behaviour of the f+ wave, which is important in the

high-mass region, is also similar. The evidence for a

' 4: •'

S
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maximum in the f wave at 1.7 - 1.8 GeV is weak in both

experiments; this could be due to the fact that the fits

become less good in the high-mass region.

Detailed information on nucleon resonances is

available from formation experiments (HER 75; ROS 75).

More or less well-established I = §• resonances with natu-

ral spin-parities are the Pj^ (N*47o) and the D I 3 ( N * 5 2 Q )

in the 1.5 GeV region and the P ^ N ^ e o * ' Di3(N1700)

and F1l;(N1£oa) in the 1.7 GeV region. The results of our

partial wave analysis are consistent with the interpre-

tation that these states are observed in the present

production experiment.

Additional evidence can in principle be obtained

from the phases of the partial waves. For a "Brelt-
r

Wigner" resonance, a mass-variation from Mo - — to
r 2

Mo + j causes the phase of the amplitude to vary over

90°. In practice one observes only phase-differences;

to detect a Breit-Wigner behaviour as described, a

suitable (i.e. large and constant) reference wave is

needed. An examination of the phases of the density

matrix elements pec does not allow any definite con-

clusions. This is probably due to the absence of a

suitable reference wave.

Adding all contributions with a A +TI~ decay mode,

the distributions shown in figure 6.4 were obtained.

They lead to the following branching ratio's:

N1500

"1500

^1700

all

N1700 all

0.70 ± 0.20

0.35 ± 0.10
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These values are in good agreement with the ones given

in section 4.3 on the basis of the multidimensional

effective-mass fits.

6.4. Conclusions.

• The low-mass ir+7r~p system produced in K~p inter-

actions at 4.2 GeV/c can be adequately described using

states with jP = £+, |~ and f+ and decay modes A++TT~,

pe and pp.

• The enhancement in the ir TT~P mass spectrum at

1.5 GeV is accounted for by the J+ wave decaying into pe

and the |" wave decaying into A +ir~.

• The structure at 1.7 GeV is due to the \ wave

decaying into A TT~ and the |" wave decaying into pe;

possibly, the f wave decaying into pe also contributes

to the enhancement at 1.7 GeV.

• Above masses of 1.8 GeV the description of the

it TT p system becomes less good; this is probably caused

by incomplete separation from other reaction mechanisms.
' • % \

• The results of the partial wave fits are in

agreement with the Gribov-Morrison rule, in the sense

that once the natural series is assumed no single un-

natural contribution is needed.

• The results are also consistent with t-channel

helicity conservation; however, in the absence of a

polarised target, transitions of the type

rr+ir~p

cannot be ruled out.
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Table 6.1.

Intermediate two-particle states.

:;m\ \

li
1,1'

Am6^+P

Am6^'p

E ->• 1 t + 7 l "

P765 ~ 1 r + 1'~

mass

(GeV)

I .236

1 .236

0.730

0.765

1 .470

1 .520

width

(GeV)

0 . 120

0. 120

0.400

0. 150

0. 100

0 . 100

sp in -

p a r i t y

2*

r
0*

l "

2*

2"
2

, 0 0

2 +

l+

2

2 "

2

2 "

. . . »

1

1

0

1

2

41

The quantum numbers j and L are defined in

sect ion 5.1.
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Table 6 .2 . List of part ial waves.

State

Í+Pè+(PP)

i+PÍ+(A<V)

f"s|+(pp)

f"s|+(A++Tr")

i n i t i a l

set

X

X

X

X

final

set

X
X

X

I 
X

X
X

state

|+pJ+(A+ +7t")

f+Dj+(pe)

r»i+<pp>

f+pf+(A++iT)

f*pf+(A*+ir-)

|+Df+(pe)

f"Fè+(pe)

fFf+(pe)

f~Df+(A++TT~)

f"F|+(pe)

FLAT

initial

set

X

X

X

final

set

X
X

X

X •/&•

t * ' ' •
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Table 6.3.

••w

Combined chi-square values for the PHA fits.

bin

1 . 3 - 1 .4

1.4-1.5

1 . 5 - I .6

1.6-1.7

1.7— 1.8

1.8-1.9

1.9-2.0

number

of

events

117

405

414

541

595

478

441

X2

194

193

221

229

282

337

372

ND

179

189

201

21 I

223

227

240

X2/ND

1.08

1 .02

1.10

1 .09

1.26

1 .49

1 .55

confidence

level

222

41Z

167.

1 92

0.57.

3.IO" 5

9.I0" 7

'$•';

-•)'
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Figure 6.1. (a) Experimental S-particle effective mass

distributions. The curves indicate the

predictions of the PWA fit.
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Figure S.I. (b) Experimental 2-pavticle effective mass

distributions. The curves indicate the

predictions of the PUA fit.
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Figure 6.1. (o) Experimental 2-particle effective mass

distributions. The curves indicate the

predictions of the PHA fit.
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APPENDIX I. THE INDEX SYSTEM.

An administration system is an essential part of any

bubble-chamber film analysis chain. With the possible

exception of very low-statistics experiments., a certain

degree of automatisation of the administration is almost

inevitable. A fairly comprehensive review of a "classical"

type of administration system for bubble-chamber film

analysis is given in reference (INX 70). This system uses

a tape that is created from the scan information. The

links with subsequent stages in the production chain are

established by merging the tape with updating files,

originating e.g. from a GRIND or SLICE run. Each updating

thus results in a new tape; this is not only time-con-

suming, but also makes it difficult to perform all up-

dating automatically. Satisfactory administration is cer-

tainly possible with such systems, but non-negligible

additional effort is required for the sole purpose of

administration.

The INDEX system described here was developped in

order to allow more automatic procedures in keeping the

administration up to date; the aim was to incorporate all

updatings into the different stages of the production

chain, so that less additional effort would be required.

The most important characteristic of our INDEX

system is the use of direct-access storage devices, which

offer the well-known advantages of (almost) immediate

retrieval of specific data-records, and updating inplace

The structure of the administration data file ("indexfile")

(•)

(*) Updating "inplace" indicates rewriting a record in the

original location, without affecting other records in

the file.
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will be outlined in detail. The procedures for data-

retrieval and for establishing the links with the pro-

duction chain (updating) are/ although not identical,

analogous to those described in reference INX 70.

I.I. Primary vecorde.

• J •- - • ,

1 1

In a bubbls-chamber experiment, the items (events)

to be recorded in the indexfile are in principle com-

pletely known after the scanning stage. Addition of new

items will only occasionally be necessary. Hence the

events found in the scanning stage are stored in the

indexfile in a collating sequence according to their

roll-frame-slash (RFS) numbers. Each event is recorded

in one record of fixed length on the indexfile; for

reasons to be explained later, these records are called

"primary records". Within each primary record space is

reserved to accept updating information from following

stages in the production chain.

1

I

In order to minimise the time spent in input-output

operations, the records are blocked. A list is made up

containing the RFS numbers of all first records in all

blocks and the last record in the last block; this so-

called REFLIST is stored in a reserved part of the

indexfile.

I - 1 '
R E F L

3 U U I
I S T

B L O C K

1
1

f

B L O C K 2

Hguve I. 1.

B L O C K 3

1 1
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The end of the primary records is indicated by the so-

called "FINISH" record, which has a special code as its

RFS number; a pointer to the FINISH record is stored as

an additional entry in the REFLIST.

1.2. Addressing.

' ..,-*

I

updating starts by locating the indexfile record

corresponding to a given event characterised by certain

identifiers such as the RFS numbers and the topology.

Locating a record on the indexfile, given the event

identifiers, will be called "addressing".

The addressing algorithm (see figure 1.2) starts

by locating the first record on the indexfile with the

proper RF number. The block that should contain the

desired record is found by scanning the REFLIST. When

the block is found, it is read in and a search is done

within the block The address '*' obtained is called the

"frame address" of the desired event; it points either

to the first record for the desired frame, or to the

record immediately preceeding if the desired frame is

not recorded on the indexfile.
•í.-i

1
After the desired frame has been located, the

program searches all records belonging to the frame in

order to find the event address. The coincidence between

indexfile records and the event identifiers is tested by

the routine EVREC, which may be optimised to suit the

experimental situation. This apparently complicated pro-

The addresses in INDEX consist of two numbers, giving

the block address and the record address respectively.

•A.
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cedure is used because in this way, using the redundancy

which is present in the identifiers, the event is still

perfectly recognisable even if not all identifiers are

correct.

The routine EVREC is expected to return two quantities:

• a flag indicating possible coincidence between

the event identifiers and an indexfile record;

• an error code increasing with the severity of

identifier conflicts.

INDEX scans all records belonging to the frame until a

zero error code is returned by EVREC; if all records

give a non-zero error code, the one giving the lowest

error code is assumed to correspond to the desired

event.
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Locating an event address. Figure_Ii2.

( event A
identifiers J

obtain RF

scan REFLIST

BLOCK address
found

read in BLOCK

find

frame address

scan frame for

event address

REFLIST

BLOCK

FRAME
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1.3. Extent veaovde.

An indexfile consisting of only primary records

suffers from two limitations:

• the available space within each record is limited;

this implies that only information on a single

pass through the production chain can be recorded;

• events that are found in a later stage (e.g. the

outputscan) cannot be recorded.

The space limitation is a consequence of the fixed length

of the records. Since most events need only a single pass

through the production chain, it would be wasteful to

increase the record length; on the other hand, records of

varying length cannot be updated inplace. Overwriting the

old information with the new information seems an attrac-

tive solution, but practice has shown that such procedures

can lead to confusing situations. It is therefore better

to provide additional records for events that need more

than one pass through the production chain.

INDEX records the updating information for the first

pass in the primary records; the space in the records is

then exhausted. When more space is needed, additional

records are created; these are called "extent records".

The extent records are written in a reserved part of the

indexfile, and blocked in the same way as the primary re-

cords. Extent records cannot be addressed directly;

instead, a pointer is placed in the primary record, giving

the address of the extent record. When additional extent

records are needed for an event, each extent record carries

a pointer to its successor. The end of the chain is indi-

cated by a null pointer.

Figure I.i.

primary - - - - - - - — extent a - - - - - —
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Since the primary records are directly accessible, the
latest updating information is normally kept in the
primaries, and earlier information is transferred to
an extent.

Events that were not found in the scanning stage
but later on in the production chain, are recorded in
the extent part of the indexfile in the form of so-
called "UX" (unconnected extent) records. The UX re-
cords are chained by pointers and recorded (as all
extent records) at arbitrary locations; they do not have
a definite ordering. The start of the UX chain is kept
in the FINISH record; the end of the chain is indicated
by a null pointer. The UX pointers are recorded as ne-
gative numbers in order to enable a distinction from
normal extent records, even when the pointer structure
would be defective. Since the extent pointers in the UX
records are used to form the UX chain, these records
cannot have extents as primary records can. When more
passes through the production chain are needed for
events recorded in UX records, it is necessary to re-
organise the indexfile. During reorganisation; the UX
records are placed amongst the primary records (XMERGE,
cf. table I.I) .

When UX records are present, the location of event
addresses proceeds slightly differently (cf. 1.2):

• first, the primary records are scanned;

• if no primary record gives a zero error code,
the UX records are scanned;

• if a UX record gives a zero error code, it is
selected;

• if the end of the UX chain is reached, the record
(primary or UX) giving the lowest error code is
selected.
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The UX records, which have no ordering, cannot be accessed

as efficiently as the primary records; usually, all UX

records are scanned until the desired record is found or

the end of the UX chain is reached.

1.4. Indexfile structure and pointers.

The complete indexfile consists of three parts:

1. REFLIST and titles'*';

2. primary records;

3. extent records.

The block addresses of the primary records are relative

to the beginning of part 2; the block addresses of the

extent records are relative to the beginning jf part 3.

This ensures that the addresses are not dependent on the

lengths of the different parts, which may change when the

indexfile is reorganised.

Apart from the RFS numbers of all records that are

first in a block and the RFS number of the last record in

the file, the REFLIST contains the following additional

quantities:

• the number of blocks containing primary records;

• the block and record length of the file;

• the number oi blocks reserved for the REFLIST and

the titles;

• the pointer to the FINISH record.

The FINISH record contains:

• the last extension pointer;

• the first UX pointer;

• the last UX pointer;

( * )

The titles are a collection of data-banks, used in the

various programs in INDEX.
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• the date and time of the latest updating run

of the file;

• the inhibit word.

The last extension pointer gives the position of the last

extent record on the file; from this one trivially finds

the first free location where a new extent or Ox record

can be written. The first UX pointer gives the start

address of the UX chain. The last UX pointer gives the

address of the last UX record in the UX chain, which is

needed when a new UX record is written, since it must be

chained to its predecessor by storing the UX pointer in

it.

The inhibit word, when non-zero, prevents updating

of the indexfile; this is important in order to prevent

any loss of information when the indexfile is being re-

organised.
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Indexfile structure and pointers.

REFLIST additional
^entries

o ooo

ooo
OO DQ

REFLIST

PRIMARY
RECORD

EXTENT
RECORD

U.X.
RECORD

FINISH
RECORD
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1 REFLIST pointer to first record of a block

2 extent pointer to an extent record

3 Ü.X. pointer to an U.X. record

4 REFLIST pointer to the FINISH record

5 first U.X. pointer to first U.X. record

6 last U.X. pointer to last U.X. record

7 last extension pointer to last extent record.
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1.5. Data integrity.

. > ^ ' N * A É - ~ &

In the indexfile input-output operations, blocks are

read in when needed and written only when updated. An up-

dated block is however not written immediately, but only

when it is necessary to read in a different block, or at

the end of the run. When an updated block cannot be trans-

ferred to the indexfile, e.g. because of a hang-up of the

computer system, some information is lost. As far as up-

dating information is concerned, this is not very serious,

since the updating run can simply be repeated. There is

however a possibility that data originating from the index-

file itself are lost when a new extent record is created.

Therefore, the input-output operations of the extent blocks

are synchronised with those of the primaries: when a pri-

mary block is written and an extent block has been updated,

the latter is also written onto the indexfile.

i '

«'fa

1

V T I / ' >,_ -

The pointers in the FINISH record are written onto

the indexfile only at the end of the run. If the pointers

change during a run and the run terminates abnormally, the

pointers on the indexfile would be incorrect, but this

might not be noticed. In order to prevent such situations,

the pointers on the indexfile are overwritten with special

codes when the pointers in the program are changed. Nor-

mally, the correct pointers would then be written at the

end of the run; if the run terminates abnormally, the

special codes prevent any further use of the file before

a utility program (XCORR, cf. table I.I) has reestablished

correct pointers.

An important practical precaution is to ensure that

all indexfile updating runs take only a short time; pro-

vided that the updating routines are reliable by themselves,

the probability of an abnormal ending by "outside" causes
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is proportional to the elapsed time in an updating run.
The updating in INDEX is therefore centralised in a single
program, written for maximum speed. The updating infor-
mation is read from so-called "update-files" prepared by
programs that are specific for each sort of update in-
formation. This offers the additional advantage of in-
creased flexibility.

It is clear that only a single job may update the
indexfile at a given time. Under the IBM/370 operating
system, this is ensured by an ENQUEUE macro instruction,
specifying exclusive control in the case of updating
operations, and shared control when the indexfile is ac-
cessed in read-only mode. Exclusive or shared control is
requested by means of a flag, set by the user. Wxth shared
control, the actual writing operations are suppressed by
INDEX, so that updating runs can be simulated.

I.e. Efficiency considerations.

INDEX uses a single buffer for the primary blocks;
a second buffer is used for the extent blocks. The buffers
are managed in the same way. A "buffer SWOP" is effec-
tuated when a new block is to be read. This operation
includes:

• checking if the new block is in fact a different
one than the current block;

• writing the current block onto the indexfile if
the switch SW is on;

• reading in the new block and setting SW off;

• (only for primary blocks) setting of the pre-
ceeding block frame PBF if the old block immedia-
tely preceeded the new block; else, clearing of
PBF.
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The words SW and PBF are associated by the program to a

block in the indexfile:

SW: a switch which is set "off" when a block is

read; if any updating of the block is done,

the switch is set "on".

PBF: (only for primary blocks) the RFS number of

the last record in the block immediately pre-

ceeding the current on-:; if this RFS number is

unknown, PBF is zero.

The scan for a RF number in the REFLIST or a block

uses a so-called "binary search" method (figure I.S).

The address of the previous event, if available, is used

in order to save one iteration in the search.

The procedures involved in locating of a frame

address are sketched in figure 1.6. If the desired RF

number if very close to that of a previous event, the

frame is located by stepwise incrementing the old record

address, because the binary search method is less effi-

cient in this case.

If the initially obtained frame address points to

the first record of a block, it is possible that the

previous block also contains records belonging to the

frame (cf. figure 1.7). The PBF word, if available,

enables to resolve this ambiguity without needing addi-

tional input-output operations.

'A

As outlined above, the addressing algorithm uses

the coherence, which is normally present in a sample of

events processed in INDEX, in order to minimise unneces-

sary operations.
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Binary search for RF in REFLIST or a BLOCK. Figure_I i5.

(requested RF )

set
LOC 1 =
LOC 2 =

of

start
end
list

REFLIST or BLOCK

ftili

YES

set
LOC=

kLOC 1 + LOC 2)

se t

LOCI - LOC

YES

set
LOC = LOC 1

LOC i s
2que£
ofcat

I s t h e N
es.ted I
at ion J

set
LOC 2= LOC

A(n)
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Locating a frame address.

1

( requested RFJ

scan BLOCK

for RF

scan
REFLIST

increment
stepwise old

jrecord address!

/írame addresS\
V found J

swop
buffer

Figure_|i6.

swop
buffer

scan BLOCK
for RF
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When the current block is at address k + I and the initially
obtained frame address points to the first record of the block,
the PBF word allous to determine if the preceeding block does
(situation c) or does not (situation b) contain records be-
longing to the frame. If the PBF is not available, the pre-
ceeding block has to be read in.
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Poeition of a frame in a block,

(a) Normal situation.

PBF BLOCK k tBF

FRAME ADDRESS

(b) Frame «tart» «t block boundary.

PBF BLOCK k

1 I 1 1
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FRAME

FRAME ADDRESS

(c) Frame is split over two blocks.

J FRAME
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I.7. INDEX programa.

The various INDEX programs are written in the form

of subroutines, which can be called by means of data-cards

read by a monitor routine. An INDEX run is thus set up and

controlled by the user. The programs are supported by a

set of service routines, which handle the indexfile input-

output operations, update-files, ordering, etc. Certain

options can be set by means of data-cards or specification

of the relevant title banks.

A list of the programs available is given in

table I.I, together with an indication of their functions.

With the exception of the programs GLTPR and ALICE,which

in fact belong to the production chain in the strict

sense, these programs are not really complicated. Detailed

descriptions are therefore omitted.

Facilities are provided in INDEX for callB to user-

written programs. This is important because situations

may arise where special action is required. The first type

of user program is involved by the INDEX monitor routine

on reading an appropriate data-card. Such a program can

e.g, be written in order to prepare an inputfule for use

in UPINX, IXMAKE or MODIFY, when the available inputdata

cannot be processed by one of the standard INDEX programs.

The advantage of a user program in INDEX over a stand-

alone program is the availability of the INDEX service

routines.

A second type of user program can be involved by

various standard INDEX programs, e.g. UPINX. These user

programs enable the user to modify the standard updating

procedures, to write onto the indexfile (which is not

possible otherwise), and to perform information retrieval

according to his specifications.
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Both types of user programs are loaded by INDEX at

execution time; the programs should therefore be made

available to INDEX in the form of separate load modules.

Ã special interface between the user program and INDEX

allows calls to certain INDEX routines from the user

program. This not only prevents the user from attempting

potentially dangerous operations, it also relieves him

from the burden of linking his routines into a complicated

program.

• • : ' •#,!
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Table I.I. Standard INDEX programs.

UPDATING and INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

CRDIN

TPIN

UPINX

IXLIST

CHECX

IXPRINT

preparation of update-files from scancards

preparation of update-files from tapes

updating of indexfiles using an update—file

listing, outputfile writing under control of user-defined
selections; histogramming

information retrieval in conjunction with a user-written
program

listing of specific events indicated by the user

INFORMATION STORAGE

IXMAKE

MODIFY

UTILITY

CREATE

IXBKUP

IXCOPY

THIOIN

XCORR

XMERGE

XSPLIT

production of a new indexfile from an inputfile

production of a nex indexfile from an existing one and an
inputfile

preparation of a direct-access disk-file

dumping and restoring indexfiles to/from backup-tapes

copying of indexfiles

setting up of INDEX title banks

resetting of extent pointers; setting of inhibit code;
validity checking of indexfile structure

merging and relocation of one or more indexfiles

splitting an indexfile into smaller ones

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

GLTPR

ALICE

IXGLT

GLT printout and decision program; simulates an UPINX
updating; produces an update-file for UPINX

selects events from GLT using a selection-file produced
by IXLIST; writes DST records

selects events from GLT (like ALICE); writes GLT or
THRESH output.

••k
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I.fl. /I« application of INDEX.

The format of the indexfile records can to a large

extent be specified by the user. The indexfile input-

output routines and the utility programs require only

that word(l) contains the RFS number and word(8) the

extent pointer. The layout as used in the K~p 4.2 GeV/c

experiment is shown in table 1.2. This format has resul-

ted from a development period; some peculiarities are due

to the necessity of remaining backwards-compatible.

The routine EVREC used the RFS number, the topo-

logy and the film and (bubble-chamber) space coordinates

to test the coincidence between an indexfile record and

an event from an update file. The coordinates were com-

pared using two criteria, a narrow and a broad one, thus

enabling a separation into sure, possible (suspect) and

no coincidence of the coordinates. The error codes con-

sidered were the following:

4: film coordinates suspect;

8: space coordinates suspect;

16: slash numbers disagree;

32: type numbers disagree;

64: film coordinates conflicting;

128: space coordinates conflicting.

The total error code was made up by the sum of these

codes. Coincidence was assumed if one of the following

conditions was true:

• the space coordinates matched, except when all

other identifiers were conflicting;

• the space coordinates were conflicting, but all

other identifiers matched;

• the space coordinates were suspect or not

available, and

a) either the slash- and typenumber both matched;
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b) or the film coordinates matched, except when

both the slash- and the typenumber disagreed.

The above logic was suitable for the K"p experiment;

other experiments may well require different criteria.

The indexfile was created from the scan-tape using

IXMAKE; a user-written program specified the precise

indexfile format. As the scanning proceeded, the new

events were added in groups of several rolls to the

indexfile using MODIFY.

All updating was done in UPINX. The update files

originated from the post-kinematics program GLTPR, the

outputscan decisions (read in using CRDIN) and the DST

(read by TPIN). The program GLTPR also simulated an

UPINX updating in order to present any problem» that

UPINX might encounter to the outputscan.

The events to be recorded on the DST were selected

from the indexfile using IXLIST; the selections included

checks in order to prevent duplicate events on the DST.

The outputfile written by IXLIST was then ordered ac-

cording to GLT number and position; the program ALICE

used this ordered file in order to located the corres-

ponding GLT records and added the events to the DST.

Lists of events needing remeasurement were also

produced using IXLIST with appropriate selection crite-

ria.

The performance of the production system was

checked by histogramming suitable quantities (e.g. the

DST flag) versus the rollnumbers using IXLIST. The re-

ject percentages were calculated by a user program

operating in conjunction with CHECX.
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For studies of NOFIT events, selected GLT's were

produced using IXLIST and IXGLT.

Backups of the indexfile were produced regularly

using IXBKUP. The backup tapes were also used to store

indexfiles of completely processed exposures; when some

information from those exposures was needed in a later

stage, the indexfile was restored from the backup.

A summary of the above operations is given in

figure 1.8.
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Table I.2. Indexfile record format.

word

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

packing(*°

3,4,2

5,5

7 x 1

6, 3

3,6

5, 5

4,4

5,4

3,6

1, 1, 6

2, 6

3, 6

I, 2,6

3,6

contents

rol l/frame/slash numbers

type/x-coordinate (measured, in bubble-
chamber space)

history: T: type change flag

TMGLADR | M: measurement number

j G: GRIND flag

I L: decision flag

I A: automatic code (from GLTPR)

! D: DST flag

! R: reject code

GRIND date/GLT number

measurement apparatus/GRIND time

GRIND typenumber/changed type

hypotheses

extent pointer

GtT position (record/event)

measurement apparatus/GRIND track ordering
in fit

experiment number/scan number/sec, vertex 2
(type, x, y)

SVP code/sec, vertex 3

prim, vertex x/sec. vertex 4

scan view/prim, vertex y/sec. vertex 5

unused/sec, vertex 6

The packing indicates the number of decimal positions, reading from the

right.
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INDEX and the production chain .
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APPENDIX II. FINAL STATE FRACTION FITS.

Using the CERN programs FOWL (FWL 76) and MINUIT

(MIN 74), a program was set up to fit resonance fractions

in the multidimensional phase-space of an n-body final

state. For reasons of simplicity, it was assumed that the

resonance parameters (mass and width) could be kept fixed

in the fits; also, interference effect« between different

contributions were not considered.

With the above assumptions, the distribution function

can be written as:

f(x; a) (a) .D
with:

xk

a vector defining a point in the multi-

dimensional phase-space;

a function describing contribution k;

the fraction corresponding to contri-

bution k.

The aim was to determine the fractions xfc. The resonance

contributions were described by Breit-Wigner functions of

the following type (JAC 64):

y - '••

:
(MO

2-M2)2 + Mo
2 r<a)2 q

(II.2)

where r • ro • —
<Joj

The symbols used have the following meanings

Mo * the mass of the resonance;

ro • the width of the resonance;

1 > the orbital angular momentum in the decay

of the resonance;

M « the effective mass of the decay products of

1S7
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the resonance;

q = the momentum of the decay particle of the

resonance in the CMS of the resonance;

qo = q evaluated at M = MQ.

The "phase-space" contribution was represented by a term

of the type f^ = constant.

The log-likelihood function for a sample of N e v

events was written as (EAD 71):

LF(x)
Ne

log (f (x; (II.3)

where w^ = the weight of event i.

This however requires that the distribution function is

normalised. Thus, a new function was introduced as

follows:

f'(x; a) =
f(x; a)

/da f(x, a)
(II.4)

and it was this normalised distribution function f which

was used in (II.3).

For a multibody final state, it is difficult or

impossible to calculate the integral in (II.4) analyti-

cally. The integral was therefore estimated using Monte-

Carlo generated events as integration points. This method

of integration offers important advantages over more con-

ventional "stepping" methods (JAM 70), because in the

Monte-Carlo method:

• interdependent integration limits are more easily

handled;

• projections of the multidimensional distribution

onto subspaces are straight-forward;

• the number of integration points needed is smaller.
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The accuracy of the Monte-Carlo integration is proportional

to N M C for N M C integration points; this may be compared

with N~n for a method using the "trapezoid rule" in n dimen-

sions. The Monte-Carlo method is thus superior in five or

more dimensions. A still better accuracy can be expected

when the so-called "shuffled quasi-random numbers" technique

is used, such as in the program FOWL.

The Monte-Carlo estimate of the integral of the distri-
bution function is given by:

%

(II.5)
»MC
Z

where the weights wt^ are calculated by FOWL such that the

weighted Monte-Carlo events are uniformly distributed in

the multidimensional space. In order to keep the statistical

error on the integral small compared to the statistical

errors in the experimental data, the ratio NMc/Nev should

be large; values of 5 — 10 are sufficient for most pur-

poses.

In general, the integral (II.5) has to be calculated

at every step in the fit. This is rather time consuming,

since N M C >> N e v. If the functions fk in (II.1) do not

depend on variable parameters, which is the case in our

application (cf. II.2), an important reduction of the

amount of computer time needed can be obtained by expan-

ding (II.5) :

• i

-i' •

• • * • !

where

NMC

(II.6)
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The integrals Ifc are then constants

culated only once in each fit.

and need to be cal-

The likelihood function (II.3) was maximised using

the program MINUIT. The fitted parameters xk determine

the number of events associated with each contributions

*k
(II.7)

V

The quality of the fits was checked by comparing the ex-

perimental data with the Monte-Carlo generated events,

weighted according to the distribution function with the

fitted values of the parameters. This comparison was done

by projecting the multidimensional distribution onto the

various one-dimensional effective-mass distributions.

The chi-square values obtained from these projections

are independent goodness-of-fit tests.

1 , J

1
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SUMMARY.

The experimental data which are the basis of this

thesis, originate from a K~p bubble-chamber experiment

at 4.2 GeV/c incoming momentum. The different exposures

have been analysed by a collaboration of groups in Am-

sterdam, C.E.R.N. Geneva, Nijmegen and Oxford.

An important part of every bubble-chamber experi-

ment is the chain of operations, necessary to convert

the photographically recorded data into a form suitable

for further analysis. A review is given in section 2.

The administration of the experiment described here is '

based on an integrated INDEX system, specially develop-

ped for this experiment. This system employs so-called

"direct access" techniques on disk, which enables com-

pletely automatical processing of an important part of

the administration; in addition, immediate retrieval of

the status in the production chain can be obtained. The

principles of the INDEX system are outlined in Appendix

I.

The subject proper of this thesis consists of a

study of processes with four charged outgoing particles

produced according to the reaction K~p •* K~ir+ir~p, with

special emphasis on low-mass dipion-proton systems.

First, the complete final state is investigated with

respect to quality and cross-sections (section 3). The

ambiguities between different kinematical interpretations

are negligible in the low-mass region of the dipion-proton

system.'The separation from other*final states is checked

by means of the so-called "missing mass" criterium; the

percentage of events that did not receive correct kinema-

tical interpretations, is maximally 2.5%. The cross-

section of the complete final state is determined using a

calibration based on the T decay mode of the beam parti-

cle; the result is a = 1.22 ± 0.02 mb.I

; • • ;
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In order to obtain a starting point for further study,

the cross-sections of a number of processes contributing

to the final state are determined by maximum likelihood

fits to a distribution function in the multidimensional

phase-space, as described in appendix II. A qualitatively

satisfactory description of the experimental data is

obtained.

The low-mass dipion-proton system is investigated

with respect to production characteristics, decay modes

and angular distributions l(section 4). Application of

three criteria gives a satisfactory separation from other

processes contributing to the final state. The effective

mass of the dipion-proton system shows two maxima at

1.5 GeV and 1.7 GeV respectively. A determination of the

masses and widths of these structures yields 1.46 ± 0.01

GeV; 0.12 ± 0.02 GeV and 1.69 ± 0.01 GeV; 0,12 ± 0.02 GeV

respectively. In order to enable a comparison with other

experiments, the ratio's of the cross-sections of the

above structures with respect to the elastic cross-section

are calculated. These ratio's are approximately indepen-

dent of the incoming energy in the range 4 —1000 GeV; this

is evidence for a diffractive production mechanism. By

comparing with a different final state where a d.ipion-

neutron system is produced with exchange of charge, an

upper limit of 5% is estimated for the isospin 1 = 1 con-

tribution to the diffractive ir+n~p system. The slope of

the differential cross-section is approximately 8 GeV"

at low masses, and decreases with increasing mass.

The dscay modes of the dipion-proton system are

consistent with isospin I = \, as expected for a diffrac-

tive production process. The A1236 signal is strong

(40 ± 3%). A determination of the branching ratio's into

for the structures at 1.5 and 1.7 GeV yieldsAÍ236 *
50 ± 20% and 30 ± 10% respectively. No indication is

found in this experiment for the decay mode into
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of the structure at 1.7 GeV, advocated in the literature;

selection of the N*47o mass band indeed yields an impres-

sive structure in the dipion-proton mass spectrum, but

this structure is caused by a reflection of the strong
41236 signal.

The angular distributions of the decay of the dipion-

proton system are investigated in the mass region 1.3 — 2.0

GeV by calculating the average values of the rotation

matrices 0„ in the Gottfried-Jackson system. The results

indicate that states with spin ? | are present throughout

the mass region, whereas from masses of 1.6 GeV onwards

also states with spin ? f are present. In the mass region

considered, there is no indication for states with higher

spin. The projection of the spin onto the quantisation

axis is mainly ± £ , which implies that the helicity of the

exchanged object is zero; this effect is known in the

literature as "t-channel helicity conservation". The angu-

lar distributions also indicate that interference effects

between states with different spin-parity are present

throughout the mass region. Interferences between proces-

ses with exchange of "natural" and "unnatural" parity are

not present however. This suggests that the spin-parity

structure of the dipion-proton system can be described

using states with natural spin-parity only; states with

unnatural spin-parity give rise to higher values for the

orbital angular momenta, which are a priori not expected

at low masses. The preference of states with natural spin-

parity is also consistent with the so-called "Gribov-

Morrison rule".

The spin-parity structure of the dipion-proton

system is further investigated using a so-called "partial

wave analysis" (section 5). The dipion-proton system is

described as a coherent superposition of different spin-

parity states, coupled to the final three individual par-

ticles through intermediate two-particle states. A number
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of assumptions enables a reduction of the number of ele-

ments of the spin density matrix. The relations between

elements of the density matrix are expressed in more

simple form by choosing a basis of eigenstates of the

reflection operator with respect to the production plane.

The positivity of the density matrix is ensured by means

of a special bilinear parametrisation, which at the same

time enables fixing of the rank of the density matrix;

this again leads to a reduction of the number of para-

meters in the density matrix. The elements of the density

matrix are determined by means of a maximum likelihood

fit of the distribution function to the experimental data.

It appears that the eigenvalue of the reflection operator

with respect to the production plane cannot be determined

experimentally; therefore, only states with a positive

eigenvalue of this operator are considered in the follow-

ing analysis.

The results of the analysis described above are

given in section 6; using 10 different states, a good

description of the experimental data is obtained.

However, other states cannot be completely excluded with

the current statistics. The structures in the dipion-

proton mass spectrum correspond with different states.

The spin-parity states \+ and f~ yield maxima at 1.5 GeV

respectively. At 1.7 GeVin the decay modes pe and & v"

the £+ and $~ states contribute in the decay modes A++ir~

and pe respectively; the state f+ is also important.

These results are in approximate agreement with an analy-

sis of dipion-proton systems in pp interactions at 12 and

24 GeV/c. In addition, the results of the current analysis

of this production experiment are consistent with the I = |

nucleon resonances known from formation experiments. Fi-

nally, also the partial wave analysis is in agreement

with t-channel helicity conservation and with the Gribov-

Morrison rule, mentioned above.
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SAMENVATTING.

De experimentele gegevens welke de basis vormen voor
dit proefschrift zijn afkomstig van een K"p bellenvat-
experiment bij een inkomende Impuls van 4.2 GeV/c. De
belienvatopnamen zijn geanalyseerd door een collaboratie
van groepen in Amsterdam, CERN Genève, Nijmegen en Oxford.

De keten van bewerkingen welke nodig zijn om de foto-
grafisch vastgelegde gegevens om te zetten in een voor
verdere studie bruikbare vorm, is een belangrijk aspect
van elk bellenvat-experiment. Een overzicht hiervan is
gegeven in hoofdstuk 2. De administratie van het hier be-
schreven experiment is verzorgd door een geïntegreerd
INDEX systeem. Dit systeem, speciaal voor dit experiment
ontwikkeld, maakt gebruik van zogenaamde "direct-access"
technieken op schijf. Mede hierdoor is het mogelijk een
belangrijk gedeelte van de administratie volledig automa-
tisch te laten verlopen, terwijl tevens de stand van zaken
in de analyse-keten steeds direct opvraagbaar is. De prin-
cipes van het INDEX systeem zijn beschreven in Appendix I.

Het eigenlijke onderwerp van dit proefschrift wordt
gevormd door de bestudering van processen met vier geladen
uitgaande deeltjes, volgens de reactie K~p ->• K~ir+Tr~p, en
speciaal de hierin geproduceerde dipion-proton systemen bij
lage effectieve massa. Eerst is de gehele eindtoestand
onderzocht met betrekking tot kwaliteit en werkzame door-
sneden (hoofdstuk 3 ) . De ambiguïteiten met betrekking tot
de kinematische interpretaties zijn te verwaarlozen in het
lage-massa gebied van het dipion-proton systeem. De schei-
ding van andere eindtoestanden is onderzocht, gebruik ma-
kend van het zogenaamde, "missende massa" criterium; het
percentage van gegevens waaraan geen juiste kinematische
interpretatie is toegewezen, bedraagt maximaal 2.5%. De

• / • " ' -
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werkzame doorsnede van de gehele eindtoestand is verkregen

uit een normalisatie door middel van de T vervalswijze van

het bundeldeeltje; het resultaat is o = 1.22 ± 0.02 mb.

Teneinde een indruk te verkrijgen van de verschillen-

de processen welke voorkomen in de eindtoestand, zijn de

werkzame doorsneden van een aantal processen bepaald, ge-

bruik makend van de in Appendix II beschreven methode van

de meest waarschijnlijke aanpassing aan een verdelings-

functie in de multidimensionale faseruimte. De beschrij-

ving van de experimentele gegevens is kwalitatief zeer be-

vredigend.

Het lage-massa dipion-proton systeem is onderzocht

met betrekking tot productiewijze, vervalswijze en hoek-

verdelingen (hoofdstuk 4). Door het aanleggen van een

drietal criteria is een goede scheiding verkregen van an-

dere processen welke voorkomen in de eindtoestand. De ef-

fectieve massa van het dipion-proton systeem toont een

tweetal maxima, bij respectievelijk 1.5 GeV en 1.7 GeV.

De massa en breedte van deze structuren zijn bepaald op

respectievelijk 1.46 ± 0.01 GeV; 0.12 ± 0.02 GeV en

1.69 ± 0.01 GeV; 0.12 ± 0.02 GeV. Teneinde een vergelij-

king met andere experimenten mogelijk te maken, zijn de

verhoudingen van de werkzame doorsneden van genoemde

structuren ten opzichte van de elastische werkzame door-

snede bepaald. Deze verhoudingen zijn in goede benadering

onafhankelijk van de inkomende energie in het gebied

4 - 1000 GeV; dit is een aanwijzing voor een diffractief

productie-mechanisme. Door vergelijking met een andere

eindtoestand, waar een dipion-neutron systeem wordt ge-

produceerd met ladingsuitwisseling, kan de isospin 1=1

bijdrage aan het diffractieve dipion-proton systeem ge-

steld worden op ten hoogste 5%. De differentiële werkzame

doorsnede is onderzocht als functie van de massa van het
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De vervalswijzen van het dipion-proton systeem zijn

in overeenstemming met isospin I = £, zoals men verwacht

voor een diffractief productie-proces. Het ^^236 s:l-9naal

is sterk (40 ± 3%) . De vervalsverhoudingen in A^236ir"

voor de structuren bij 1.5 en 1.7 GeV zijn bepaald op

respectievelijk 50 ± 20% en 30 ± 10*. Voor de in de lite-

ratuur genoemde vervalswijze in van de structuur

bij 1.7 GeV zijn in dit experiment geen aanwijzingen ge-

vonden; weliswaar geeft een selectie van de ^147» m a s s a"

band een imponerende structuur in het dipion-proton massa-

spectrum, doch deze structuur wordt veroorzaakt door een

reflectie van het sterke A1236 signaal.

dipion-proton systeem. De helling van de differentiële

werkzame doorsnede is ~8 GeV"2 bij lage massa's, en neemt

af bij toenemende massa.

r s

De hoekverdelingen van het verval van het dipion-

proton systeem zijn onderzocht in het massa-gebied

1.3 — 2.0 GeV door middel van het berekenen van de gemid-

delde waarden van de rotatie-matrices fljjo in het Gottfried-

Jackson systeem. De resultaten laten zien dat toestanden

met spin £§ aanwezig zijn in het gehele massa-gebied,

terwijl vanaf een massa van 1.6 GeV tevens toestanden met

spin » f aanwezig zijn. Er is in het bestudeerde massa-

gebied geen aanwijzing voor toestanden met hogere spin.

De projectie van de spin op de quantisatie as is voorname-

lijk *\, hetgeen betekent dat de heliciteit van het uit-

gewisselde object nul is; dit effect staat bekend als

"t-kanaal heliciteitsbehoud". De hoekverdelingen geven ook

aanwijzingen dat interferentie-effecten tussen toestanden

met verschillende spin-pariteit aanwezig zijn in het gehe-

le massa-gebied. Interferenties tussen processen met uit-

wisseling van "natuurlijke" en "onnatuurlijke" pariteit

zijn echter niet aanwezig. Dit laatste resultaat suggereert
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dat de sptn-pariteit van de dipion-proton systemen beschre-

ven kan worden door toestanden met alleen natuurlijke spin-

pariteit; toestanden met onnatuurlijke spin-pariteit geven

namelijk aanleiding tot hogere waarden voor de ruimtelijke

draaimomenta, welke men a priori niet verwacht bij lage

massa's. De voorkeur voor toestanden met natuurlijke spin-

pariteit is ook in overeenstemming met de zogenaamde

"Gribov-Morrison rule".

De spin-pariteit structuur van het dipion-proton

systeem is verder onderzocht door middel van een zogenaamde

"partiële golven analyse" (hoofdstuk 5). Het dipion-proton

systeem wordt beschreven door een coherente superpositie

van verschillende spin-pariteit toestanden, welke gekoppeld

worden aan de uiteindelijke drie individuele deeltjes via

twee-deeltjes toestanden. Een aantal onderstellingen maakt

het mogelijk het aantal elementen in de spin-dichtheids-

matrix te reduceren. De relaties tussen elementen van de

dichtheidsmatrix worden vereenvoudigd door over te gaan op

een basis van eigentoestanden van de reflectie-operator

met betrekking tot het productievlak. De positiviteit van

de dichtheidsmatrix wordt gegarandeerd door het kiezen van

een speciale bilineaire parametrisatie. Deze maakt het

tevens mogelijk de orde van de dichtheidsmatrix vast te

leggen, hetgeen opnieuw leidt tot een vermindering van het

aantal parameters in de dichtheidsmatrix. De elementen van

de dichtheidsmatrix worden bepaald door een meest waar-

schijnlijke aanpassing van de verdelingsfunctie aan de ex-

perimentele gegevens. Het blijkt dat de eigenwaarde van de

reflectie-operator met betrekking tot het productievlak

experimenteel niet of zeer slecht meetbaar is; derhalve

zijn slechts toestanden met een positieve eigenwaarde van

deze operator bij de verdere analyse betrokken.

Hoofdstuk 6 geeft de resultaten van bovengenoemde

analyse; een goede beschrijving van de experimentele gege-
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vens is verkregen met behulp van 10 verschillende toe-

standen. Het is echter met de huidige statistiek niet

mogelijk andere toestanden volledig uit te sluiten. De

structuren in het dipion-proton massa-spectrum bevatten

verschillende toestanden. De toestanden met spin-pari-

teit \* en |" geven maxima bij 1.5 GeV in respectieve-

vervalswijzen. Bij 1.7 GeV dragenlijk de pe en A++n"

de \ en f" toestanden bij respectievelijk in de ver-

valswijzen A ir" en pe, terwijl ook de f toestand be-

langrijk is. Deze resultaten stemmen globaal overeen met

een analyse van dipion-proton systemen in pp interacties

bij 12 en 24 GeV/c. De resultaten van de onderhavige

analyse van dit productie-experiment aijn tevens consis-

tent met de uit formatie-experimenten bekende I * \

nucleon resonanties. Tenslotte stemt ook deze "partiële

golven" analyse overeen met het eerder genoemde "t-kanaal

heliciteitsbehoud" en met de Gribov-Morrison rule.
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